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Steady state ground water transport of nondispersive 
contaminants in a homogeneous aquifer is simulated by a 
kinematic numerical model. The model simulates the trans— 
port of contaminants with the use of flow line and isochron 
maps. Other output includes a piezometric surface of the 
study area and contaminant concent rat ion/1 ime distributions 
at pumping wells. Aquifers may have constant or varying 
anisotropy, and may be bounded by impermeable and/or equal 
head boundaries.
Model verification was achieved by comparison' to ana­
lytical solutions and also by comparison to another numeri­
cal mode 1 .
Field studies illustrating model utility were made of 
the Raft River KGRA (Known Geothermal Resource Area), Idaho, 
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The availability of potable ground water is becoming 
increasingly important in the support and expansion of muni­
cipal and industrial complexes. In 1970, ground water ac­
counted for nearly one-half of the nation's domestic water 
supply (Figure 1.1). A reliable ground water supply is es­
pecially critical to the arid southwest (Figure 1.2). Na­
tional reliance upon potable ground water is expected to 
double in the next forty years (Figure 1.3), a change which 
underscores the importance of keeping local and regional 
aquifers free of potential contamination.
Ground water contaminants consist of a wide range of 
chemical, nuclear, and biological solutes from various in­
dustrial, agricultural, and domestic sources. Chemical 
solutes may be petrochemicals leaking out of subsurface 
storage tanks. Nuclear solutes may consist of radioisotopes 
migrating away from radioactive waste disposal sites. Bio­
logical solutes may be leachate from sanitary septic tanks. 
The contaminants, generally harmful to human life and/or 
agriculture, may linger in the ground water for years before 
arriving at a discharge point, such as a stream, a spring,
or a well.
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Figure 1.1. Water withdrawn for drinking water by 
source and supply, 1970 (after EPA, ] 9 7 7 ) .
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Figure 1.3. Historical and projected trends of total 
fresh water withdrawal (after EPA, 1977).
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In recent years, the effects of ground water contamina­
tion have been dramatized by unnecessary human tragedy. An 
example of such a tragedy occurred in Love Canal, a small 
community near Niagara Falls, New York. At the turn of the 
century, construction started on a proposed canal between 
the upper and lower Niagara Rivers, but it was never com­
pleted. In the 1920's, the canal was turned into a munici­
pal and industrial chemical dumpsite. After approximately 
30 years, the dumpsite was covered with earth fill and a 
residential neighborhood grew up around it. In 1978, fol­
lowing heavy rains, chemicals within the dumpsite began to 
leach into residential areas creating a health hazard. The 
consequences of human exposure to the toxic chemicals were 
high rates of birth defects, miscarriages, and malignancies 
(Beck, 1979).
1.2 Solute Transport
Ground water contaminants (or solute), such as those at 
Love Canal, will generally move along with the ambient 
ground water, away from its depositional site. However, 
contaminants tend to have components of flux that cause the 
contaminant plume to flow in directions other than that of 
the strictly advective (pressure induced) ambient ground 
water flux. These additional components or flux, or disper­
sion, may significantly affect the size, shape, and concen­
tration of the contaminant plume. In this study, dispersion 
is considered insignificant in comparison to advective
transport.
I I I U I I H L
However, due to its potential importance, dispersion is de­
fined and discussed below with an emphasis on numerical
simulation of dispersive transport and problems related to 
dispersion coefficients.
Fried (1971, p. 176) defined dispersion as "the occur­
rence and development of a transition zone between two do­
mains of the fluid phase with different compositions". The 
transition zone is the region where the concentration of one 
fluid varies from some initial contaminant concentration to 
an undetectable or background level. The transition zone 
results from the combined effects of molecular diffusion and 
mechanical dispersion.
Molecular diffusion is caused by the tendency of an 
aqueous system to obtain a uniform chemical concentration. 
This tendency is due to the chemical potential gradient be­
tween fluids of different ionic concentrations. Molecular 
diffusion is independent of fluid movement, existing when 
fluid is in motion or at rest.
Mechanical dispersion of a solute within an aquifer is 
primarily influenced by velocity variations of the fluid. 
These variations may be caused by pore size variations and 
aquifer heterogeneities. On a microscopic scale, the smal­
ler the pore size, the quicker the solute velocity will be 
through it (Figure 1.4a) for a given quantity of solute 
(capillarity withstanding). Macroscopica11y , stratigraphic 




Figure 1.4a. Pore size variations contributing 
to mechanical dispersion.
Figure 1.4b. Aquifer heterogeneities contributing to mechanical 
disDersion.
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travel faster through these lenses than through the rest of 
the aquifer, transporting some solute beyond the solute 
plume (Figure 1.4b). The effect of these processes create a 
transition zone at the perimeter of the plume where the 
ground water/contaminant interface becomes blurred.
1.3 Solute Transport Equation
Analyses of contaminant flux often consist of summing 
the dispersive flux with the advective flux to determine the 
concentration gradient of the contaminant as it varies with 
time at a specific location. Dispersive flux is caused by 
mechanical dispersion and molecular diffusion of a solute. 
The component of this flux oriented along the axis of flow 
is called longitudinal dispersion (D^) , while that compo­
nent orthogonal to the axis of flow is called transverse 
dispersion (D'p). Under steady state conditions, the ap­
parent macroscopic dispersion is due to molecular diffusion 
and transverse dispersion. Advective flux is caused by 
density and pressure gradients within the solute.
Bear (1979) presents the general equation for contami­
nant flux in a homogeneous medium. In Cartesian coordinates 
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3 t 3 x . i
(D. . 3 ci j 3 x . J
) - v 3 ci 3 x . l
( 1 . 2 )
where v.= q./P,
• L_ (1.3)l = 1 ,2 ,
and j = 1 ,2 .
The variables are defined as: porosity (P), solute concen­
tration (c), time (t), Darcy discharge (q ), velocity (v),
and the dispersion coefficient (D).
The dispersion coefficient D is usually considered to
be a second rank tensor. Under anisotropic conditions in 
two dimensions, D, a second rank tensor, can be written as a 
2 by 2 matrix.
If a two dimensional isotropic media is assumed, the 
dispersivity tensor can be greatly simplified (Bear 1961a) 
where
D = D = 0 ,  D = D = a v , and D = D = a v. xy yx xx L L yy T L
cx-ĵ and are longitudinal and transverse dispersivi-
ties, respectively; u is ground water velocity; x is the
longitudinal direction and y is the transverse direction.
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Equation 1.3 can be rewritten for an isotropic media 





Where there is no lateral (transverse) contaminant 
flux, or for one dimensional contaminant flow, Equation 1.4 
bee ome s
3 c _ n 3 c 3 c
Ft °L a 2 V 3x *3 x
(1.5)
1.4 Numerical Solutions
Previous to the 1960's, solutions of the solute trans­
port equation were limited to those solutions that may be 
found by analytical techniques. These solutions were for 
simplistic problems and required tedious analytical manipu­
lations. In the mid 1960's, with the rapid development of 
computer technology, numerical techniques for solving the 
solute transport equation began to develop. These tech­
niques enabled researchers to solve ground water problems of 
greater complexity than were previously solvable, and in 
quicker t ime.
Peaceman and Rachford (1962) modeled two dimensional 
flow of miscible fluids. Pressure distributions within the 
flow field were computed at every time step. From each 
pressure distribution, velocity was calcualted at each 
point .
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Using these velocities, the new concentration distribution 
for the following time step was calculated with a finite 
difference approximation of the solute transport equation 
(Equation 1.4).
Gardner et al . (1964) employed the Method Of Character­
istics (MOC) for the same problem. The MOC keeps track of a 
distribution of discrete water "particles" and calculates 
the flux components on each particle. The advective veloci­
ty components on each particle are obtained at each time 
step by the method given by Peaceman and Rachford (1962).
The dispersivity components on each particle are then ap­
proximated using a finite difference solution of the solute 
transport equation (refer to Appendix A3 for more discussion 
on the Method of Characteristics).
Stone and Brian (1963) developed a numerical scheme to 
solve the one dimensional contaminant flow equation (Equa­
tion 1.5). They used a weighted finite difference method 
with arbitrarily weighted terms assigned to the time and 
advection terms to better approximate an exact solution.
Shamir and Harleman (1967) wrote the dispersion equa­
tion in terms of $ - i|) (potential - stream function) coor­
dinates and then used the Stone and Brian (1963) scheme for 
one dimensional flow. The use of $ - if) coordinates kept the 
longitudinal orientation of the contaminant plume oriented 
along the if) axis eliminating the need for any dispersivity 
coefficients other than and D̂ ,. Lateral (transverse)
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dispersion was calculated by an Alternating Direction Impli­
cit (ADI) numerical scheme.
During the 1970's numerical modeling of the solute 
transport equation was principally performed using the Meth­
od of Characteristics, the Finite Difference Method, and the 
more complex Finite Element Method. Although these three 
numerical techniques showed rapid evolutions, the basic sol­
ute transport equation (Equation 1.1) did not change.
1 .5 Dispersion Discrepancies
Early in the 1970's, numerical simulations of contami­
nant flux were compared to results from field studies and 
laboratory experiments. Discrepancies were found which were 
attributed to the dispersivity coefficients of the solute 
transport equation. These discrepancies made accurate nu­
merical simulation of contaminant flux, and reproduction of 
field and laboratory results, very difficult.
Discrepancies in determining dispersion coefficients 
were found when results from laboratory experiments were 
compared with actual field measurements. Bear (1961) per­
formed laboratory experiments to determine a dispersion 
coefficient and found it to be on the order of 10 cm.
Field experiments have shown that the coefficient of disper 
sion (in this case D^) can be as much as six orders of 
magnitude greater than those values found in a laboratory
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for a similar porous media (Pickens and Lennox, 1976). The 
dispersivity coefficients determined from field measurements 
reflect the nonhomogeneities of the aquifer while laboratory 
experiments were carried out with small scale homogeneous 
porous media. The differences in the laboratory and field 
media, as well as the scales involved, appear to be the 
cause of the coefficient discrepancies.
Fried (1975) defined four levels at which to measure 
field dispersivities : a local scale (2-4 m ) , two global
scales (4-20 m, and 20-100 m), and a regional scale (>100 
m). A different experimental technique was recommended at 
each scale. He concluded that dispersivity is dependent 
upon field scale.
Schwartz (1977) found that in certain heterogeneous 
systems, it was not possible to define a single value for 
dispersivity which would simulate the system response. Het­
erogeneities within an aquifer would cause the dispersion 
coefficient to vary with the location of measurement.
Many of the methods above were field calibrated by 
deciding upon a dispersion coefficient that best fit the 
model output to field measurements. This coefficient is not 
applicable for different field scales and different computer 
scenarios. As field scales and computer scenarios varied, 
so did the dispersion coefficient.
Dispersivity, although a real phenomenon, is very dif­
ficult to define quantitatively. Dispersivity values vary
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dramatically within the same aquifer and tend to be used as 
a "fudge factor" for calibrating numerical and analytical 
solutions of the solute transport equation. Reddell and 
Sunada (1970) concluded that "dispersion is not worth worry­
ing about except for the most noxious pollutants and radio­
isotopes . .
For accurate prediction of contaminant migration, suffi­
cient and reliable data on velocity distributions and dis- 
persivities must be obtained for input into the solute 
transport equation. However, to date there are no standard, 
adequately tested techniques of acquiring velocity and dis- 
persivity data (Anderson, 1979, p. 122).
Current research by Smith and Schwartz (1980) seems to 
indicate that classical theory pertaining to dispersion is 
no longer valid. They contend that the diffusion model for 
macroscopic dispersion may be inadequate to describe mass 
transport in geologic units. Dispersion occurs because of 
macroscale changes in the magnitude and direction of ground 
water flow. These changes may be caused by the effects of 
sources and sinks, aquifer heterogeneities, and aquifer 
boundary conditions.
Previous attempts at numerical solutions of the solute 
transport equations for highly dispersive solutes have been 
rough approximations. Numerical errors are also incorpo­
rated into these approximations in the form of overshoot and 
"numerical dispersion" (Figure 1.5). Numerical dispersion,




as previously explained, is the apparent but ficticious 
dispersion that occurs wh en a first order derivative is 
approximated numerically. Overshooting (and undershooting) 
is oscillation of a solution as an abrupt front is ap­
proached from its upstream (downstream) side (Bear, 1979). 
Both the Finite Element Method and the Finite Difference 
Method are susceptible to overshoot and numerical disper­
sion, whereas the Method of Characteristics is not.
1.6 Immiscible Flow
Many studies have been undertaken which have ignored 
dispersion and consider only immiscible ground water flow. 
Immiscible flow equations are formulated without dispersive 
flux terms and are a function of advective flux only.
In the Tahal study (Harpaz et al., 1968) which involved 
artificial recharge and recovery, solute injected into the 
aquifer was assumed immiscible with the surrounding ambient 
ground water. Analytical solutions were developed for the 
ground water divide (caused by a pumping well in a uniform 
flow regime), as well as a solute (contaminant) frontal 
position which varied with time. These solutions were for a 
single well of a dipole configuration in a homogeneous iso­
tropic aquifer with a uniform ambient flow field (refer to 
Chapter 4).
A similar study was conducted by Gringarten and Sauty 
(1975) where thermal waters were stored in an aquifer and
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then pumped out. The process of heat transfer from the 
thermal fluid to the aquifer matrix is analogous to adsorp­
tion. Thermal dispersion (the presence of a thermal gradi­
ent or transition zone) was ignored and thermal frontal 
positions were calculated as the frontal position varied 
with t ime.
Another study concerning solute travel times to wells 
was undertaken by Kirkham and Affleck (1977) which also as­
sumed immiscible flow. This study was strictly analytical 
in which travel times were obtained for three different 
cases (single well - homogeneous; single well - concentric 
nonhomogeneity; river to well - homogeneous). Solute travel 
times for the different cases were calculated yielding sim­
ple isochronal distributions.
Nelson (1978a,b,c, and d) in a series of papers on the 
environmental consequences of ground water contamination, 
introduced the concept of contaminant arrival distributions 
in a homogeneous isotropic aquifer. He addressed the ques- 
t ions o f :
1) Where are the contaminants?
2) When will they arrive at a specific location?
3) How much contaminant will be at the point of 
uptake?
The information derived from Nelson's papers can serve as 
basic input to the solution of many ground water contaminant 
management problems (Bear, 1979). The contaminants consid­
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ered by Nelson were non-dispersive and conservative.
Charbeneau and Street (1979) conducted a similar study 
using the Finite Element Method and distinguished themselves 
from Nelson (1978) by incorporating the complexities of a 
nonhomogeneous aquifer system, and therefore created a more 
versatile model. The FEM computations require somewhat 
greater computer processing time, storage, and inputed data 
than the more efficient numerical method used by Nelson.
1 . 7 Nelson 1s Model
Nelson's (1978a,b,c and d) study provides an easy and 
quick way of obtaining a preliminary analysis of a hydrogeo- 
logic system. Mercer and Faust (1980) suggest that some­
times complex models are used too early in a study.
For example, for a hazardous waste problem, 
one generally should not begin with a solute 
transport model. Rather the first step is to 
be sure the groundwater hydrology (velocity in 
particular) can be characterized satisfactori­
ly, and therefore one begins to model the 
groundwater alone.... A general rule might be 
to start with the simplist model and a coarse 
aquifer description of aquifer performance is 
obtained.
Nelson ( 1978a,b,c, and d) fulfills the above require­
ments and more. The amount of initial data needed is mini­
mal. The output consists of a contaminant location dis­
tribution as well as a frontal distribution with time. The 
frontal and contaminant location distributions are based on
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the assumption that the contaminant is immiscible with the 
ambient ground water (and therefore dispersion is ignored). 
Injection and pumping well locations and scenarios can be 
changed with minimal user effort and time.
Once this information is made available to 
the planner, he can control the movement of 
the contaminants in the aquifer by controll­
ing (say, via pumping and recharge opera­
tions) the flow pattern in the aquifer and/or 
initiate corrective measures to protect the 
environment endangered by the outflow of con­
taminated groundwater (Bear, 1979).
The goal in using an advection model is not 
to provide a detailed description of the ex­
tent and configuration of the contamination 
plume for which consideration of dispersion 
may be necessary, but to estimate the average 
changes in water quality often on a regional 
scale or to determine solute travel times to 
a well or discharge area (Anderson, 1979).
Nelson's (1978) study (or model) has been cataloged 
(Bachmat, et al., 1978) with other ground water models
ranging from relatively simple models to the most advanced 
State-of-the-Art models. It reportedly has been used in 
various studies such as:
* Initial model of accidental release from a 
fuels reprocessing facility in South Carolina.
* Initial evaluation of accidental failure of 
earthern sewage holding ponds, Kennewick, Washington.
* Used during short course by Agricultural Re­
search Services, Chickasha, Oklahoma.
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* Example evaluation for the State of Idaho De­
partment of Water Administration.
* Evaluation of a numerical generation scheme for 
pathlines for ARHCO in cooperation with Battelle Northwest 
Laboratories for the United States E.R.D.A.
* Evaluation of potential hazard from subsurface 
reactor accidental releases from Sandia Laboratories, Albu­
querque, New Mexico (Bachmat et al., 1978).
1.8 Goals and Objectives
The purpose of this study is to develop a computer 
ground water flow model that is quick running, demands lit­
tle computer memory, and can simulate an isochronal distri­
bution and flow path map of a contaminant plume. Nelson 
(1978b) developed a computer ground water flow model that 
satisfies these criteria but is only applicable to a small 
range of ground water flow model problems. The focus of 
this research was to modify and expand the versatility of 
Nelson's algorithm to be applicable in most ground water 
studies involving injection and pumping wells, and where 
dispersion may be neglected.
The Nelson algorithm includes several terms (see Sec­
tion 2 .2 ) that account for flow into a cylinder of infinite 
hydraulic conductivity (such as a lake or pond). Since 
these terms are a function of the square of the well radius, 
they are insignificant when applied to wells of small radii.
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Deletion of these terms from Nelson's algorithm would result 
in a simplified form of the algorithm without detracting 
from its accuracy.
Nelson s algorithm intrinsically assumes a uniform flow 
field parallel to the x axis (west to east) whereas the flow 
field in a study area may be of any orientation. Therefore 
a transform must be employed to rotate a uniform flow field 
of any orientation into an alignment parallel to the x 
axis.
The model developed by Nelson is valid for only isotro­
pic homogeneous aquifers of an infinite areal extent. Since 
most aquifers do not meet these criteria in that they may be 
anistropic, nonhomogeneous, and/or of finite areal extent, 
they must be transformed into imaginary isotropic homogene­
ous aquifers of infinite areal extent to accomodate the 
Nelson algorithm.
Aquifer anistropy is accounted for by transforming the 
anisotropic aquifer into an isotropic aquifer (see Section 
2.6). This transform was developed and used in conjunction 
with Nelson's algorithm.
Often an aquifer cannot be considered to have infinite 
areal extent due to the presence of a constant head boundary 
(such as a stream or a lake), or at an impermeable boundary. 
Modifications should be made to Nelson's algorithm so that 
aquifer boundaries may be simulated through the use of image 
wells (see Section 2.7).
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Most aquifers are nonhomogeneous due to variations in 
hydraulic conductivity and/or aquifer thickness. A trans­
form scheme needs to be developed to numerically transform a 
nonhomogeneous aquifer into a homogeneous one (with constant 
hydraulic conductivity and thickness).
Dispersive flux may be a significant flux component for 
a particular contaminant. If dispersion needs to be ac­
counted for, another numerical model should be used. Nel­
son's algorithm is designed specifically for the case where 
dispersive flux is unimportant and may be ignored.
Many of the above aquifer variations can be found in 
already existing Finite Element and Finite Difference ground 
water computer models. But these models may be cumbersome 
and, for elaborate problems, require large amounts of data, 
computer memory, and CPU time. If the hydrogeology of a 
study area is not clearly defined, these data are usually 
inaccurate and/or incomplete. Compared to the Finite Ele­
ment and Finite Difference numerical schemes, the Runge- 
Kutta numerical method used by Nelson (1978b) is more effi­
cient and solves an algorithm that requires a minimal amount 
of data.
Specifically, the modifications and extensions examined 
in this study are:
1) Simplification of Nelson's algorithm.
2) Incorporation of a directionally variable uniform
flow gradient.
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3) Development of a numerical transform to account 
for aquifer anisotropy.
4) Simulation of impermeable and equal potential 
boundaries through the use of image wells.
5) Development of a transform or numerical scheme to 
account for aquifer nonhomogeneities.
The above modifications should ensure a more versatile 
and practical model for describing ground water flow re­
gimes. The resulting algorithm, POLLUTE, should prove to be 
a valuable tool in simulating potential ground water contam­
ination problems where dispersion is considered insigni­
ficant .
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2.0 REVISIONS AND ADDITIONS TO NELSON'S MODEL
2.1 Introduct ion
Nelson (1978b) developed an algorithm for use in simu­
lating ground water flow in an area where injection and/or 
pumping is occurring. The algorithm was subsequently modi­
fied and used in POLLUTE. To understand how it was modi­
fied, one must understand how Nelson's algorithm can be 
derived. The derivation, as well as subsequent modifica­
tions to Nelson's algorithm are presented in this chapter. 
Examples of various well field scenarios are used to show 
what the effects of the modifications may have on a refer­
ence well field scenario. The reference well field scenario 
consists of an injection and pumping well within an isotrop­
ic homogeneous aquifer of uniform thickness and infinite 
areal extent (Figure 2.1). The ambient flow regime is con­
stant and flows from left to right (west to east). The 
pumping well is located approximately 750 feet down the 
uniform flow gradient (although not directly down gradient) 
from the injection well. All well field scenarios presented 










The derivation of the algorithm was based on complex 
variable theory and Darcy's law. The complex components for 
a uniform flow gradient, for sources and sinks, and for flow 
into a cylinder, were summed resulting in the complex poten­
tial ^(z) (for more detail on the complex components used, 
refer to Appendix A4). The potentiometric and stream func­
tions ($ and 'V) are determined by separating the complex 
potential into its real and imaginary parts. The potentio- 
metric function $ defines the head or equivalent hydrostatic 
pressure of the ground water for any (x,y) location in the 
area studied. The stream function ¥ defines the path of 
ground water flow and is everywhere orthogonal to the poten- 
tiometric function. The gradient (in two dimensions) of the 
potent iometric function is simply the gradient term (V<j>) 
found in Darcy s law (q = —KV<j> ) . Nelson's algorithm is com­
posed of the velocity components of the specific discharge 
in the x and y directions (qx/P and qy/p).
The complex components for sources and sinks are
n Q.
 ̂s 2tr DK ln Z ’ (2.1)
1 = 1
and for a uniform gradient with flow into a cylinder is
& = -UZ +
ur0 z
C x -x q} +(y-yQ) 2 * ( 2 . 2 )
Q is the well discharge, rQ is the cylinder radius, xQ
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and y0 locate the cylinder in a cartesian plane, U is 
the uniform flow gradient, D is the saturated aquifer thick­
ness, K is the aquifer hydraulic conductivity, and n is the
number of well. The complex variable Z is defined as Z = X
i 0+ iY and Z - p e , where P is a dimensionless term e 
representing th radial distance between some point and a 
predetermined location. In the derivation of Nelson's 
algorithm, p is defined as
p = -- ---
rwe 11
for a well located at the origin. r is the radial distance
beween some point and that well and r ,, is the wellwe 11
radius. For all other wells, p is defined as
p = t - J - i V *  ■J 1
where r-aj is the radial distance between some point and 
that well, and where xj and yj are the location coordi­
nates of that well. The complex conjugate ~Z- x-iy.
Expanding equations 2.1 and 2.2 yields
Qs
n Q.
J . 2 tt DK ln Z J = 1
n  Q .
y __ i -
r - a
j. 2 tt DK J = 1 (:- - 2T — 2T T 7TX j + y i  ]
n




ft = -UZ + c
Or  ̂ z o
(x_x0) + (y~y )
= -Ux + iUy
Ur (x-x )O v O J iu%
*(y-y„) (*-x0)2+(y-y0)2
Therefore, the complex potential fi(z) is
(2.4)
ft ( z )
Ur (x-x )
= = -Ux + iUy ■ °
(X~X J  + (y-yj
+ l v'o (y-yc )
(x -x j2+ o J
n Q .
I __ 1 _2ir DKj- 1
n Q •V J
j4 l 2ttDK
Jr 27 2^ 1/2lx. + y . I J J
'  [ s g -
t an
(2.5)
Separating into real ((j)) and imaginary (ij>) parts yields
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J-1
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(2.7)
Taking the gradient of (j) and applying Darcy's law where 
-(K/P)V<f> ;
dx _ KU 
d t p 1 - (x-xj +(y-yj
l -
2 (*-xJ
(x -x q) +(y-yQ)
? Q •
+ I  — ^
2
( 2 . 8 )
x-x
j-1 2ir DK (x~Xj)2+ (y-yj)
2
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Equations 2.8 and 2.9 are a slightly varied form of 
Nelson s algorithm and they assume that only the first well 
is of sufficient radius to warrant treatment (i.e. the com­
ponent for flow into a cylinder) of flow into it. Nelson's 
first well was actually a pond of large radius and therefore 
required special attention (see next section).
2.3 Simplifying Modifications
Since the component for flow into a cylinder is a func­
tion of the square of the radius of the cylinder (as seen 
from Equation 2.2), that component tends toward zero as the 
cylinder radius gets small. If all wells (cylinders) in the 
study area are of small radii compared to the field scale, 
the component for flow into a cylinder (or well) is negligi­
ble and can be ignored. POLLUTE assumes the component for 
flow into a cylinder is negligible in all cases.
The Thiem equation for confined ground water flow near 
a source or sink is
to the source/sink term in Equation 2.6. POLLUTE assumes
2tt DK ( 2 . 1 0 )
where R£n £ is the radius of influence, is very similar
the Thiem equation to be valid for all sources and sinks and 
therefore p (refer to previous section) is defined as
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P =
R. , m  f
r-a .
to more closely conform to the Thiem equation. The Thiem
equation is valid only for for r greater than zero and less
than or equal to R. . Where r is greater than R
int inf
the source/sink term is ignored.
By disregarding the component of flow into a cylinder 
and incorporating the redefined p, Equations 2.6 and 2.7 b e ­
come
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Equations 2.8 and 2.9 become
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2.4 Directional Uniform Flow Field
2.4.1 Transform for Gradient Rotation
The uniform flow field assumed in Equations 2.11, 2.12,
2.13, and 2.14 is directed from west to east. In actuality, 
the uniform flow gradient may come from any direction and 
should be accounted for in the model. This is accomplished 
by mathematically rotating the flow field from its assumed 
position (west to east) to its real position. The x compo­
nent of flow due to the uniform flow gradient is multiplied 
by the cosine of the angle of rotation (0r). The y compo­
nent is multiplied by the sine of the angle of rotation.










The direction from which the uniform flow field flows 
is determined by an inputed parameter (refer to input de­
scription in program listing). With north defined as 0°, 
east as 90 , etc., the user can input any direction desired. 
Figures 2.2a, 2.2b, and 2.2c have identical well and aquifer
parameters except for the direction of the uniform flow
field.
Figure 2.2a has the flow field originating from the 
west (270°), behind the injection well towards the pumping 
well. Nearly all the flow lines emanating from the injec­
tion well are intercepted by the pumping well.
Figure 2.2b shows the flow field originates from the 
northwest (330°) and demonstrates the degree to which the 
uniform flow direction can affect the flow lines from an in­
jection well. In this case, only one-half of the well flow 
from the injection well terminates at the pumping well.
Figure 2.2c demonstrates an unfavorable situation for 
pumping well interception of injection well fluids. The 
uniform flow gradient is coming in at an angle (30°) that 
will subtract from the pumping/injection well gradient. 
Nearly all injected fluid would flow toward the southwest, 
away from the pumping well, due to the magnitude and direc­








Figure 2.2b. Flow lines for dipole well system and a 
uniform flow direction of 330°.
2.2c. Flow lines for dipole well system and 
a uniform flow direction of 30°.
■■■ ■ M U M
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2.5 Piezometric Surface
A piezometric surface is a contour map of the hydraulic 
head in an aquifer and provides an indication of the direc­
tions of ground water flow. The hydraulic head calculations 
in this study assume horizontal flow in a confined aquifer 
which has a hydraulic conductivity much higher than conduc­
tivities in the confining beds. The piezometric surface 
reflects the pressure effects caused by injection and pump­
ing wells as they appear within the uniform flow field.
Equation 2.15 can be used to determine the hydraulic 
head (and thereby the piezometric surface) at any (x,y) 
location in the aquifer (except where the (x,y) location is 
a source or sink). POLLUTE evaluates Equation 2.15 for an 
equally spaced 30 x 30 modal point matrix and then calls a 
contouring routine to contour the points into a piezometric 
surface (equipotential lines). The resulting equipotential 
lines are everywhere orthogonal to the flow lines calculated 
by POLLUTE except where the aquifer is anisotropic (Figures
2.3 and 2.4). When a piezometric point to be contoured is 
located at a source or sink, the head value of that point 
approaches infinity. If a point is located within the radi­
us of a well, POLLUTE gives it the value of a point located 
on the well radius while it maintains its original location. 
Therefore, when the contouring routine is called by POLLUTE, 










Figure 2.3. Flow lines and equipotential lines (lines 
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The hydraulic head within a study area at the origin 
(0,0), without any sources or sinks, is given by C in Equa 
tion 2.15. This variable is given an arbitrary value of 
zero, but can be changed prior to compilation of the pro­
gram. Any values for G other than zero result in adding 
that value to all the calculated hydraulic heads.
2.6 Anisotropy
2.6.1 Definit ion
An aquifer is considered anisotropic when its hydraulic 
conductivity is a function of direction. A homogeneous, 
isotropic aquifer has a constant hydraulic conductivity 
along any direction. Hydrologic problems involving two 
dimensional flow within a homogeneous, anisotropic media can 
be solved by transforming the anisotropic domain into an 
isotropic one. Once the problems are solved for the isotro­
pic domain, the solutions are transformed back into the 
anisotropic domain.
Conceptually, the anisotropic media is a spatially re­
duced or expanded isotropic media along a principle axis.
If an aquifer is anisotropic along the x axis by a factor of 
nine (permeability parallel to the x axis is three (Z- 5") 
times the permeability parallel to the y axis), the equiva­
lent isotropic media would have its x axis condensed by a 
third (expansion or contraction of the media is determined
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by the square of the relative permeability). For example, 
two wells within the above anisotropic media, located 18
feet apart along the x axis, would be located 6 feet apart 
in the corresponding isotropic medium.
2.6.2 Derivation of Transform Used
To determine the transform from the anisotropic to iso­
tropic media for a variable permeability (K(x)), the Darcian 
velocities of the two systems are equated to each other;
df-K dh) df-K dh) 
dx 2 dx2
which becomes
K d 2h _  ̂d 2his. 2 ^ _ 2 *
d x dx"
where jc is the transformed coordinate and K is 
the secondary hydraulic conductivity.
Solving for ‘x yields the transform
x =
v +








( 2 . 2 1 )
( 2 . 2 2 )
2.6.3 Examp 1e s
POLLUTE can be used with anisotropy in either the x or 
y direction. When the system is anisotropic in x or y, a
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transform graph is plotted out with the output. This graph 
displays the transformation from the real coordinate x (or y) 
to the imaginary coordinates !c (or ~y) .
If the isotropic aquifer in Figures 2.5a and 2.5b was 
anisotropic in the x direction by a factor of 9 , the trans­
form graph would be plotted with a slope of 1/3 (Figure 2.6a). 
Figures 2.6b and 2.6c show the flow line and piezometric plots 
of the anisotropic aquifer. If the aquifer were anisotropic in 
y by a factor of 9, the same transform graph would appear 
(Figure 2.7a) but the flow line and piezometric plots (Figures 
2.7b and 2.7c) would be considerably different. Ground water 
flow would preferentially be in the y direction, rather than 
the x direction.
2.7 Boundary Conditions
2.7.1 Image Well Boundaries
The algorithm presented to this point considers a well 
(or wells) in an aquifer of infinite areal extent or discon­
tinuous beyond the well radius of influence. However, aqui­
fer discontinuities may occur within the radius of influence 
of a given well and can have a notable effect on the flow 
regime around that well and in the uniform flow field. The 
aquifer discontinuities handled by POLLUTE are equipotential 
surfaces such as lakes or streams, and/or impermeable bound­
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Figure 2.7b. Flow lines for constant anisotorpy in
y-
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Figure 2.7c. Piezometric surface for constant
anisotropy in y.
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are considered linear and can be accounted for by the use of 
image wells.
According to the method of images (Bear, 1972), the 
flow field beyond the boundary is replaced by a fictitious 
flow field eliminating the boundary of the real field. The 
fictitious field consists of image sources and sinks of 
strengths equal to the corresponding sources and sinks in 
the real domain. Each image source or sink, and the corre­
sponding real source or sink, lies at equal distances from 
each other on a vector normal to the boundary.
For an impermeable boundary, a real source has a corre­
sponding image source, and a real sink has a corresponding 
image sink. Along this boundary, the effect of the real 
well is doubled by the cumulative effect of its image well.
Equipotential boundaries are treated in a similar man­
ner to those for impermeable boundaries except that a real 
source has a corresponding image source. Along this bound­
ary, the effect of the real well is negated by the effect of 
its image we 1 1 .
To satisfy continuity, impermeable boundaries should be 
placed parallel to the uniform flow gradient. If they are 
placed at any other angle, the uniform flow gradient will 
cause ground water to pass through the boundary.
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2.7.2 Examples
Compared with a nonbounded aquifer (Figures 2.8a and 
2.8b), Figures 2.9a, 2.9b, 2.10a, and 2.10b show how fluid 
flux and pressure changes may be caused by the presence of 
equipotential or impermeable boundaries. The image wells do 
not appear on the flow line maps (Figures 2.9a and 2.10b) in 
the form of high and/or low piezometric zones directly 
across the boundaries from the real wells. These zones are 
not real and should be ignored.
Equipotential boundaries tend to minimize the effects 
wells have in an aquifer. An injection well located near an 
equal potential boundary will discharge most of its solute 
into the boundary as opposed to the rest of the aquifer. A 
similar effect occurs with a pumping well since the recharge 
boundary acts as a source area for that well. Figures 2.9a 
and 2.9b show that with an equal potential boundary (i.e. a 
lake or stream) located at x = 600 feet, flow lines that 
normally would terminate at the pumping well, terminate at 
the boundary. This is due to the effect of an image injec­
tion well located just across the boundary from the pumping 
well.
Impermeable boundaries tend to exaggerate the effects 
of wells in an aquifer. The discharge of an injection well 
located near an impermeable boundary will be repelled away 
from the boundary. Similarly, a pumping well will draw all 
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Figure 2.9a. Flow lines where equal potential 
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Figure 2.10a. Flow lines where impermeable boundary 









Figure 2.10b. Piezometric surface where




Figures 2.10a and 2.10b show that with an impermeable bound­
ary located at y = 400 feet, flow lines are flattened and 
deflected away from the boundary. These deflections are 
caused by the image wells located across the boundary.
2.8 Well Flow Distribution
Nelson (1978b) showed how his model can be used to give 
a distribution of the mix of ambient and polluted waters as 
a function of time at a well. The mix of ambient and con­
taminated waters is the fraction of solute from a specific 
injection well being discharged compared to the total fluid 
discharge of the pumping well. This distribution can be 
considered a breakthrough curve for the contaminant at that 
well. This curve may be important in determining how long a 
contaminated well should stay in operation. Again, disper­
sion is ignored. If dispersion is considered, the well flow 
distribution would show solute interception earlier than it 
does.
The well flow distribution is calculated from the 
stream function (Equation 2.7), where the discharge repre­
sented by each well flow line is determined. Nelson (1978b) 
calculated the distribution at only one well to show the 
utility of such a distribution. In this study, the calcula­
tions have been expanded to yield a distribution for any 
pumping well that intercepts two or more flow lines from the
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same injection well. The total discharge of the pumping 
well may contain solute from more than one injection well3 
in which case multiple distributions would be output.
POLLUTE employs a polynomial regression routine to give 
a polynomial function for the well flow distribution. This 
would enable the user to obtain an approximation of the 
ambient/po11utant mix for a given pumping well at any time 
during pollutant interception. However, comparison of the 
graphical output from the well flow distribution and the 
polynomial regression (Figures 2.11a and 2.11b) indicate 
that the regression used is not ideal and is at best an 
approximation. As an example, at 1.74 years the well flow 
distribution (Figure 2.11a) yields a value for Q^/Qq °f 
0.83 where the polynomial regression (Figure 2.11b) yields a 
value of 0.79. The user is advised to compare the graphical 
outputs before relying on the polynomial. Since the regres­
sion relies on the data points produced by POLLUTE, the more 
flow lines used by POLLUTE, the more data points for the 
regression, the more accurate the polynomial approximation 
of the breakthrough curve. However, the breakthrough curve 
is an approximation to begin with (dispersion would alter it 
and even then the dispersion coefficients are only approxi­
mations) which implies that an exact polynomial approxima­





Figure 2.11a. Well flow distribution for injected 
fluid arriving at punping well.
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2 • 9 Alternate Model for Nonhoniogeneous Aquifers
Daly (1979) describes a model similar to that of Nelson 
(1978b) which takes into account aquifer heterogeneities.
He solved the Laplacian equation for steady state heteroge­
neous flow in two dimensions by using Fourier integral and 
convolution transforms. The resulting potential equation 
was differentiated and treated similarly to the potential 
equation derived in this thesis (Equation 3.15). The numer­
ical scheme used was a combination of the Runge-Kutta method 
and the Milnes Predictor method. The self starting Runge- 
Kutta method (refer to Chapter 3) was used to initiate the 
more efficient Milnes Predictor method.
Solving Laplace's equation using Fourier transforms in 
one dimension,
where 9(k) are finite sine transforms of head (which are 
unknown values) given by,




0(K) = /  h(x) sin (2.24)
o
r(n) are finite cosine transforms of transmissivity (which 
are known values) given by
L
r(n) = / T(x)cos (2.25)
o
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L is the length of the aquifer, X is a boundary condition 
where the head at L is X, and N is some number where 0(k) is 
negligible for k > N . Equation 2.24 represents N equations 
with N unknowns and is solved by matrix techniques for (k). 
By using a sine series inversion, the final solution for the 
head at any location is:
h(x) 2 \ l 0(K) Sin . (2.26)
L K=1 L L
This technique evolves into a very time consuming and compu­
tationally long process because the matrix must be recalcu­
lated at each point which in turn reformulates the differen­
tial equations that are numerically solved. Daly's method 
was deemed impractical for this thesis because of the time 
consuming and computationally long processes involved. For 
more detail on this solution technique and on Fourier trans­
forms, refer to Daly (1979) and Case and Peck (1977).
2.10 Dispersion
POLLUTE in its present form is not designed to account 
for the dispersive properties of the aquifer. If a highly 
dispersive contaminant or aquifer is encountered, and the 
user deems it imperative to account for its dispersivity, an 
alternate numerical model should be used. If POLLUTE was 
altered to deal with dispersivity, the model would most 
likely resemble the Method Of Characteristics (Gardner et
al., 1964). Under this format, every iteration would be 
broken up into two steps, an advective step, and a disper­
sive step.
In calculating the dispersive step, the entire study 
area would be divided into an equally spaced grid with n by 
m rectangular elements. The number of flow lines located 
within each element would define the elemental concentra­
tion. The flux due to the hydrodynamic dispersion occurring 
between adjacent elements would be calculated and then 
summed with the advective flux previously calculated. The 
sum of these calculations would define the traverse of a 
flow path for each iteration. This hybridized form of POL­
LUTE would require orders of magnitude more computer space 
than presently required in order to accommodate more flow 
lines, and to calculate all the flow lines simultaneously.
Because of uncertainties inherent to the dispersivity 
parameters (see Chapter 1), the present form of POLLUTE 
would be as accurate as the hybridized form in locating a 
contaminant plume and would be much more efficient in both 
computer space and running time. It is the opinion of this 
author that POLLUTE should not be altered to deal with dis­
persivity.
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3.0 THE RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD
3.1 Introduction
The Runge-Kutta method is a numerical technique used to 
solve first order ordinary differential equations. It is a 
single step and self starting algorithm. That is, it calcu­
lates one step at a time and requires no previous step cal­
culations. The fourth order Runge-Kutta method retains the 
same accuracy as a fourth power Taylor series.
POLLUTE, using the Runge-Kutta method, numerically 
solves Equations 1.17 and 1.18. The position at the next 
time step for a discrete fluid "particle" is thereby deter­
mined. The end result of the numerical computations is a 
loci of points (a point for each time step) delineating a - 
flow path for that particle of fluid. The isochronal dis­
tribution produced by POLLUTE indicates the location of the 
fluid particle at every twentieth time step. POLLUTE plots 
the flow path for a particle of fluid as a line, and the 
isochronal distribution as a series of points.
3.2 Numerical Technique
An example of a fourth order Runge-Kutta scheme for 
dY7 Y  = f ( X , Y ) , is











h = incremental value,
f(x. Y ], 1-
f ( X _̂ +h , Y +hK ) .
Where there are two expressions,
ff = f(X ,Y ) and = g(X,Y),
which are to be solved simultaneously (as in this thesis), a 
fourth order Runge-Kutta scheme may be used in the follow­
ing way
where
X i+1 ‘ x i + 1 (x l+2K2»2K3tK4) , 
Y i+1 - Y i * I  [ C j+2C 2+2C 3 + C 4] .
h = incremental step size,
K i - hitiji).
C, = g(X Y J,1 L y L
k 2 - £(x. * i KliT. + | Oj),
C 2 ■ ftx i * 1 X l,Y i + ?  C i h
K 3 . £(l. + |  K 2|Y t ♦ |  02),
h ....... ” C,),3 " g^X i + 2 K 2 ,Y i + 2 ^2Co =
K 4 = f(x.+hK3)Y.+hC3) ,





Since the fourth order Runge-Kutta algorithm was devel­
oped with the accuracy of a quadratic power Taylor series, 
the local truncation error et is of the form (Carnahan et 
al., 1969)
e t = K h 5 + 0(h6) .
K depends upon f(X,Y) and its higher order partial deriva­
tives, h is the time step increment and 0 represents the 
remainder of the series.
Assuming h to be very small, the truncation error is 
dominated by the first term (Kh5). Also, as h approaches 
zero, the Runge-Kutta method is convergent, that is,
1 ifflh-> 0 (^i-^(^i)) ■ Therefore, the smaller the
incremental value h, the smaller the error and the greater 
the accuracy. The incremental value h should be small 
enough to insure a reasonable error level, yet large enough 
to minimize propagated computer roundoff error and also 
computational time.
Carnahan et al. (1969) estimate an error term for the 
fourth order Runge-Kutta method as
t Kh 15 (Yn+1,2 Yn+l,l^
This estimate was found by integrating between two points, 
Xn and X and using two different step sizes, hi
and h 2 , to evaluate Yn +  ̂ ^(for time step hi) and 




A simpler error criteria suggested by Collatz (1960) is 
to calculate I(k3~k2]/(k 2-k1] I after each interaction 
step. If the ratio is larger than some arbitrary constant, 
then the incremental size should be decreased.
In this study, it has been found that as a flow line 
approaches a pumping well, its velocity rapidly increases. 
This rapid velocity change significantly increases the error 
of the Runge-Kutta method to where the flow line will either 
bypass the pumping well or be thrown a great distance to a 
new location (Figure 3.1). By using Collatz's (1960) meth­
od and calculating A = | ( k3 ~̂-2 ) / ( ̂ 2 1) I and ® =
l(c3-c 2)/(c2-cl) I after each iteration (see Equations
4.2 and 4.3), it was found that both A and B increases 
greatly as the flow line approached the pumping well. At 
large distances from the pumping well where the flow line 
changed in direction, A or B showed increases, but not both 
A and B together. It was empirically decided that when a 
flow line is in the vicinity of a pumping well and when both 
A and B are greater than or equal to 2, the flow line will 
be truncated and iterations on that flow line will cease.
3.4.2 Prevention
Despite many fail-safe mechanisms (such as the one just 
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Figure 3.1. Numerical errors at pumping well.
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occur due to the increased velocity of a flow path as it ap­
proaches a well. Two ways to alleviate the problem are to 
lower the time increment used in the Runge-Kutta iterations 
or to increase the pumping well radius.
The lowered time increment will delay gross Runge-Kutta 
errors until the flow line gets closer to the pumping well 
and will increase the values of A and B (defined in previous 
section) indicating an increase in the Runge-Kutta error. 
Runge-Kutta error becomes more distinct as the incremental 
size decreases.
The areas in which many of the fail-safe mechanisms op­
erate are determined by the radius of the pumping wells.
The larger the pumping well radii, the more likely the fail­
safe mechanisms are to be tripped. These mechanisms consist 
of various checks for rapid velocity, distance to pumping 
wells, numerical errors, and whether or not a flow line is 
within the radius defining the pumping well. When any of 
these checks are tripped, the flow line is truncated and the 
Runge-Kutta iterations cease.
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4.0 ANALYTICAL AND NUMERICAL VERIFICATIONS
4.1 Introduction
Analytical solutions and another numerical model 
(developed by Konikow and Bredehoeft, 1978) were used to 
determine the accuracy of the numerical scheme used in this 
thesis. Four analytical solutions were derived for simple 
well configuration problems. These were used as a check 
against the flow line and isochronal plots produced by POL­
LUTE. The numerical model was used to check the extent of a 
contaminant plume from the output produced by POLLUTE for a 
specified well field scenario.
The first analytical solution involves a dipole well 
configuration with no uniform flow field. The travel time 
for a predetermined flow path is derived using components of 
the Darcian velocity for flow between the source and sink. 
The second, third, and fourth analytical solutions involve 
an injection well located at the origin in a cartesian plane 
and subject to a uniform flow field that parallels the x 
axis. Although these three solutions are actually a single 
solution, for this study they are considered as three dis­
tinct solutions. They determine the lateral extent of the 
resulting plume at both the injection well and further down 
gradient, and also the location of a stagnation point up 
gradient from the well. The plume's lateral extent (solu­
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tions 2 and 3) is determined by solving the stream function 
equation at the ground water divide. The stagnation point 
is found by setting the ground water flux components equal 
to each other (and therefore the cumulative flux is zero).
Aquifer parameters for the four analytical solutions
consist of the following:
___________Parameter____________  _______ Value_______  Solution #
Qp (pumping discharge) 15,000,000 ft3/yr 1
Qi (injection discharge) 15,000,000 ft3/yr 1,2,3,4
N (porosi ty) 0.2 1,2,3,4
D (aquifer thickness) 100 ft. 1,2,3,4
R (distance between 2 wells) 3,000 ft. 1
U (uniform gradient) 0.01 ft/ft 2,3,4
K (hydraulic conductivity) 10,950 ft/yr 2,3,4
The scenario used for the numerical model comparisons 
involves an injection well and a pumping well within a uni­
form flow field. The extents of the injected plumes are 
compared as well as the interception rates of the injected 
fluids at the pumping well as calculated by both models. 




The purpose of the first analytical solution is to de­
termine the travel time of a flow path from an injection 
well to a pumping well when the injection rate and pumping
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rate are equal. This solution differs from the other solu­
tions in that it assumes the absence of a uniform flow grad­
ient .
The ground water velocity between the injection well 
C Qi3 and the pumping well [Qp] results from the cumula­
tive effect of the two well discharges. Within the radius 
influence of each well, the ambient ground water flow 
regime will be affected by the pumping activity of that 
well. Outside the radius of influence, the effect of the 
well upon the solute and ambient ground water is considered 
negligible. Where the radius of influence of two or "more 
wells overlap, the effect each well has on the ground water 
flow regime can be added. This can be shown by letting
V + V. P i (4.1)
and
Q . = Q (4.2)
where V and Q are total velocity and discharge, Vp and
Qp are velocity and discharge components attributed to the 
injection well, and A describes the surface area normal to 
Q. Then solving for the derivative of the radius with re­
spect to time,
d r _ Qj Qp_____
dt “ 2 it PDr + 2 tt P D ( R-r ) ’ (4.3)
where R is the distance between the 2 wells, and P is poro­




QiR + r Q -Q- QiR
2ir P D ( Rr -r ) 2irPD(Rr-r2)
By separation of variables and integration
r t . 2irPD r R r _ 2 .  2ttPD , R r R 2
/ dt = ~' r" / t Rr-r )dr = n 'p R / rdr- / r dr
(4.4)
Q .Ri o
Then solving for t
Q iR
2ttPD , R 3 _ R ^ ",






When POLLUTE was used with the previously mentioned 
aquifer conditions, the program calculated a travel time of 
8.77 years for the injected fluid to reach the pumping well. 
The time increment used by POLLUTE for this check was .032 
years, indicating the actual time of travel for that flow 
line was between 8.77 and 8.80 years (Figures 4.1a and 
4.1b). The analytical solution computed from Equation 4.7 
yields a value of 8.79 years which lies within the range 
given by POLLUTE. Figure 4.1a shows the flow line stopping 
just before the pumping well. This is due to the increased 
velocity of the flow line as it approaches the pumping well 
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Figure 4.1a. Single flow line from injection well 
to punping well.
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Figure 4.1b. Isochron plot for single flow 
lines. Each dot indicates an 
additional 0.64 years.
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The travel time caculated by the analytic solution is 
valid only for the flow line that departs the injection well 
radius at the point closest to the pumping well since the 
analytical solution used assumes a linear flow path from the 
injection well to the pumping well. Had it left the injec­
tion well radius at some other point, the travel time would 




The second analytical solution defines the lateral ex­
tent of the fluid plume from an injection well in an aquifer 
with a uniform flow gradient. The lateral extent of the 
plume given by this solution is at an infinite distance from 
the well. The extent of the injected plume is determined by 
the ground water divide for the injection well. The divide 
can be considered a streamline whose shape is defined by the 
stream function (ip) where ^ = 0.
By superimposing the uniform flow gradient and the in­




* " Uy + 2 ^ M  tan-1(i) • (4.9)
which are similar to Equations (2.10 and 2.11) developed
earlier. Along the ground water divide (ij> = 0), Equation 4.9 
becomes
2tt DK tan ^  “ U Y ’
and then
U v 2tt DK
Q
As x+°° and y*0, y/x+0 and
J  - ± tan J
(4.10)
(4.11)
, Uy2ir D K ,
± tan ( ~ Q --- J 0 •
Therefore as x gets larger, y asymptotically approaches
Q
y ~ 1 U2DK • (4.12)
4.3.2 Check
Figure 4.2 shows an injection well placed within a uni­
form flow field. The uniform flow field is placed parallel 
to the x axis, where x is the longitudinal direction and y 
is the lateral direction. As x increases, the lateral ex­
tent of the injected plume should approach y = ± 1030 feet 
(as per Equation 4.12).
It was found that as the number of flow lines emanating 
from the injection well increases, the computed lateral ex­
tent of the plume more closely approximates the theoretical 






Figure 4.2. Flow lines for an injection well within
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Figure 4.3. Flow lines and ambient flow lines





lateral extent of the injected plume was y = ± 955 feet at a
distance of 9000 feet from the well. However, when 79 flow 
lines were used, the lateral extent of the plume was y = ± 
1004 feet for an approximation accuracy of 97 percent.
4.4 Third Verification
4.4.1 Derivation
The third solution defines the lateral extent of a re- 
charge/discharge region for a single well in a uniform flow 
field. This analytical solution is similar to the previous 
solution in that the lateral extent of an injected plume is 
calculated, however, the solution locates the plume's later­
al extent at the injection well (x = 0). The derivation for 
this solution parallels the previous derivation (Derivation 
2) through Equation 4.11.
Equation 4.11 is
— = ± tan
As x+0, and where yAO,
y/x = ± 00 (4.13)
Equation 4.11 thus becomes
± tan (4.14)





y as ym t o t i c a 11 y approaches
y - * oI d k - <4-15>
4.4.2 Check
Referring back to Equation 4.15 and using the appro­
priate well and aquifer values, the lateral extent of the 
recharge/discharge region at x = 0, is y = ± 514.9 feet. 
Using the uniform flow gradient lines calculated by POLLUTE 
(Figure 4.3), the plume boundary is y = ± 512 feet for an 
approximate error of 0.56 percent.
The ambient flow field lines in Figure 4.3 were used to 
delineate the outer extent of the injected plume. Flow 
lines emanating from the injection well may also be used to 
delineate the plume, but more flow lines would have to be 




The fourth solution locates a stagnation point (xg) 
along the ground water divide between a well and the uniform 
flow field. The stagnation point is defined as that point 
in the aquifer where ground water flux components in the x 
and y directions approach zero (for two dimensional flow).
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As previously assumed (in Derivations 2 and 3), the uniform 
flow field is parallel to the x axis and therefore the stag­
nation point will be located at the intersection of the 
ground water divide and the x axis (since the components of 
flow due to the well cancel the components of flow due to 
the uniform flow field at that location).
By definition
qs = ° = K dl * + K d^ J (4-16)
From Equation 4.8
4.5.2 Check
Solving Equation 4.19, the stagnation point is located 
along the x axis at x = -327 feet (Figure 4.4a), an error of 
only 0.1 percent when compared to the POLLUTE location of x 
= 340 feet.
The stagnation point in Figure 4.4a is located at the 
tip of the flow line that traverses directly upgradient of
(4.17)
Substituting Equation 4.17 into Equation 4.16 yields
(4.18)
whe re y= 0 .
Solving for the stagnation point (xs)









Figure 4.4a. Flow lines for an injection well
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Figure 4.4b. Isochron plot for an injection well 
within an ambient flow field. Each 
isochronal dot along a given flow 
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the ambient flow regime. The advective flux components on a 
water particle along that flow path are only in the x direc­
tion because the y components of flux are zero. As that 
particle approaches the stagnation point, the component of 
flux caused by well injection decreases until it is can­
celled by the flux component caused by the ambient flow 
regime. This causes a diminishing of that particle's velo­
city until it reaches the stagnation point where it has no 
velocity (Figure 4.4b).
4.6 Numerical Comparison
One method to test the accuracy of POLLUTE for situa­
tions other than the simplistic ones that can be analyzed 
analytically is to compare it to another model which has a 
numerical scheme different from the Runge-Kutta method used 
in POLLUTE. The extent and shape of an injected plume at a 
specified time, and the concentration of an injected contam­
inant at a pumping well as the concentration at that well 
varies with time, can be compared for the two models.
The numerical model used for this check was a ground 
water solute transport model (Konikow and Bredehoeft, 1978), 
hereafter referred to as SOLUTE. This model was chosen be­
cause it is a well respected recognized model that produces 
output which can be compared to that from POLLUTE. SOLUTE 
solves the solute transport equation (Equation 1.3) by the
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problem for POLLUTE. POLLUTE addresses each boundary by 
projecting an image well across the boundary for each well. 
However, to be more accurate, each image well should project 
its own image well back across each boundary. And each of 
those image wells should have their own image wells, and so 
on ad infinitum. The error caused by ignoring the addition­
al image wells is negligible except where a source or sink 
is located near two or more boundaries. The results of such 
an error can be seen in Figure 4.5, where POLLUTE apparently 
has several flow lines traversing across the impermeable 
boundary toward the west. Figure 4.6 is similar to the 
comparison scenario described above except that the bound­
aries are closer to the wells. Mass will be erroneously 
removed from the system by the image well boundary error 
intrinsic to POLLUTE and may be reflected in the model com­
parison.
Contaminant concentration data for all grid elements 
and total contaminant mass data for the mass leaving the 
ground water system through the pumping well, and through 
the equal head boundaries were determined with SOLUTE.
These output data were updated at regular iteration inter­
vals. Output from POLLUTE consisted of flow line maps, 
isochron maps, and well flow distribution graphs with their 
corresponding polynomial regressions. Comparison of the 
extent of the contaminant plume after five years was 
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Figure 4.6. POLLUTE showing flow through an 
impermeable boundary.
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Method Of Characteristics, which is a particle tracking fi­
nite different scheme. Hydrodynamic dispersion coefficients 
for both 1 ongtitudina 1 and transverse dispersion are input 
parameters in SOLUTE. These coefficients may be given a 
value to simulate dispersion, or may be left as zero for 
strictly advective flow.
The study area for SOLUTE is broken up into an equally 
spaced rectangular grid with n x m elements. Any external 
conditions placed within an element are placed over the en­
tire element. That is, if a source or sink is located with­
in an element, the entire element is considered the source 
or sink. Similarly, the same is true for equal head and 
impermeable boundary conditions. To conserve mass, SOLUTE 
is given an impermeable boundary along the entire perimeter 
of the study area. Equal head and other impermeable bound­
aries may be placed within the confines of the study area, 
but no flow is permitted beyond the study area.
A scenario was created for both POLLUTE and SOLUTE con­
sisting of a pumping and an injection well within a uniform 
flow field. The pumping well was located southeast of the 
injection well, and the uniform flow field was from the 
north (Figure 4.5). The study area was bounded by equal 
head boundaries on the north and south, and impermeable 
boundaries on the east and west.
The intersection of the equal head and impermeable 
boundaries at the four corners of the study area created a
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with the element concentrations given by SOLUTE. Comparison 
of the amount of contaminant interception at the pumping 
well was made using the well flow polynomial regression from 
POLLUTE and the contaminant mass lost through a pumping well 
data output from SOLUTE. The polynomial regression from 
POLLUTE was integrated and multiplied by the pumping well 
discharge to bring it into a form comparable with the SOLUTE 
output. Initially, the polynomial regression was of the 
form
2 3 a
Qf/Qo = A + B 1(t) + B2(t ) + B3(t ) + B4 (t J (4.20)
where Q£ is the contaminant interception rate, Qq is the 
pumping discharge rate, and t is the time in years. After 
integration, Equation 4.20 became
2 3 4 5
Q = ( AC t ) +B( ̂  ) + B2 (-£— ) + B3 (-7— ) + B4 ( ̂  )) Q (4.21)lcum l j 4 0 0
evaluated from the time of initial contaminant interception
to the time specified. Q. is the total amount of
1 cum
contaminant intercepted at the pumping well during the chos­
en t ime range .
The comparison scenario previously described was run 
twice for the two models. The first run considered strictly 
advective contaminant flux and set the dispersion coeffi­
cients equal to zero in SOLUTE. The second run incorporated 
arbitrary longitudinal and traverse dispersion (D^ and 
D 7O values of 100 feet and 30 feet, respectively. These
values were arbitrarily chosen by the modeler based on the 
scale of the study area being modeled.
Comparison between well uptake values for the two mod­
els are shown in Table 4.1. The values for Q. were
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calculated with Equation 4.21, evaluated beginning at 1.06 
years. However, because the polynomial regression (Equation 
4 .2 0 ) is an approximation for Q£/Qq values between 0 . 5 9  
and 3.99 years (Figures 4.7 and 4.8), the polynomial regres­
sion and Equation 4.20 are not valid past 3.99 years. Be­
yond 3.99 years, Q£/Qq is constant (0.75 extrapolated 
from Figure 4.7). Q. can then be calculated by 
summing equation 4.20, evaluated from 1.06 to 3.99 years, 
and 0.75(t), evaluated from 3.99 years to the year speci­
fied. Comparison of POLLUTE values to the nondispersive 
SOLUTE values shows a substantial discrepancy but a very 
good overall correlation between the two data sets. The 
initial discrepancy may be due to the image well boundary 
errors described previously, or due to the inexact polynomi­
al approximation of the well flow distribution (Figure 4.8). 
However, initial contaminant interception started at approx­
imately the same time.
When SOLUTE was used with a dispersive contaminant, 
pumping well interception started much earlier than the POL­
LUTE (and SOLUTE) nondispersive contaminant. The dispersive 
contaminant was being intercepted in greater quantities than 
the nondispersive contaminant for approximately the first
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TABLE 4.1





(No Dispersion) POLLUTEa % Dev. 1b % Dev. 2C
0.53 5.32 (104)d — — — —
1.06 9.35 (105) — — — --
1.60 3.67 (106) 3.30 (105)d 2.48 (106)d 33 48
2.13 7.58 " 7.85 " 6.95 If 13 9
2.66 1.21 (107) 1 .29 (107) 1.19 (107) 8 2
3.19 1.69 " 1.81 " 1.73 If 5 -2
3.72 2.18 " 2.33 " 2.32 I 0 -6
4.26 2.68 " 2.86 " 2.93 1 -2 -9
4.79 3.28 " 3.39 " 3.52 I -4 -10
5.00 3.38 " 3.60 " 3.76 I -4 -10
a) POLLUTE values calculated from equation 4.20 where
A = -3.4297, B1 = 5.9410, B2 = -3.2842, B3 = 0.8042m and B4 = -0.0724
b) % Dev. 1 is the percentage SOLUTE (no dispersion) deviates from POLLUTE.
c) % Dev. 2 is the percentage SOLUTE (dispersion) deviates from POLLUTE.
d) Units are in cubic feet of pure contaminant.
D/'O
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Figure 4.8 Polynomial approximation for well 
flow distribution.
three years. Beyond three years, the cumulative amount of 
dispersive contaminant was less than that of the nondisper- 
sive contaminant. As expected, POLLUTE more closely approx­
imated the SOLUTE nondispersive contaminant than it did the 
SOLUTE dispersive contaminant.
A comparison was also made between the extent of the 
POLLUTE five year contaminant plume and the SOLUTE five year 
plumes. Figure 4.9 shows the superposition of the nondis- 
persive SOLUTE contaminant plume over the POLLUTE contami­
nant plume and flow line map. The apparent dispersion of 
the SOLUTE plume does not result from hydrodynamic disper­
sion, but by the contaminant plume not covering an entire 
element area, giving that element a concentration of less 
than 100 percent. The POLLUTE plume, similar in shape to 
the SOLUTE plume, is shifted slightly northward of the SOL­
UTE plume which may be due to the image well boundary prob­
lem referred to earlier.
Figure 4.10 shows the SOLUTE dispersive plume superim­
posed over the POLLUTE plume. The dispersive contaminant 
plume extends well beyond the POLLUTE plume, but in lower 
concentrations. The 50 percent isoconcentration line of the 
dispersed contaminant is closely approximated by the nondis- 
persed contaminant plume generated by POLLUTE.
In summary, comparison between output from POLLUTE and 
SOLUTE showed good correlation for interception of a nondis- 
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Figure 4.9. Superposition of SOLUTE (nondis-
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Figure 4.10. Superposition of SOLUTE (nondis-
persive) plume over POLLUTE plume.
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extent for the two models showed that POLLUTE closely ap­
proximated the 50 percent isoconeentration line of the dis­
persed SOLUTE plume, while roughly approximating the nondis- 
persed SOLUTE plume.
SOLUTE may be more versatile than POLLUTE since it can 
be used to model aquifers containing internal boundaries 
(i.e., impermeable obstacles). However, POLLUTE yields dif­
ferent information from SOLUTE which may prove more useful 
for a given situation. POLLUTE shows flow paths for both 
ambient and injected ground waters whereas SOLUTE yields 
concentration values for each element. POLLUTE would there­
fore be more valuable in determining the potential flow path 
of a contaminant. POLLUTE can also show contaminant mass 
uptake at each pumping well in a multiple well system, 
whereas SOLUTE does not differentiate between pumping wells. 
This more specific information (from POLLUTE) is necessary 
in determining the we 11(s) where the contaminant concentra­
tion has exceeded set standards. The computer time used 
during execution of the two models in the previous example 
(Figure 4.9) showed that the running time of POLLUTE was 
approximately an order of magnitude faster than that of 
SOLUTE (35 seconds compared to 246 seconds).
The comparison between SOLUTE (dispersive) and POLLUTE 
showed the POLLUTE first underestimated the amount of con­
taminant intercepted at the pumping well, and then overesti­
mated the amount of contaminant being intercepted. The
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greater the dispersion, the greater the under/over estimate 
of contaminant interception. Therefore, POLLUTE would yield 
a conservative estimate (i.e., predict greater interception 
than actually occurs and thereby leaving a safety margin) in 





Between 1964 and 1970, Tatum Dome, Mississippi (Figure 
5.1) was the site of four subsurface nuclear explosions. 
These explosions were contained within the underlying salt 
dome. Abnormally high levels of tritium were detected in 
the ground water around Tatum Dome due to a spill of tritium 
on the surface during cleanup after the explosions.
Concern by the State of Mississippi over the potential 
contamination of ground water resources due to the migration 
of the tritium, prompted a study by the U.S. Department of 
Energy (D.O.E.). Ground water utilization data for 1962 and 
1979 by major ground water users in the vicinity of Tatum 
Dome is given in Table 5.1. POLLUTE, using these data, was 
employed to simulate the flow regimes around Tatum Dome for 
both years. The purpose of the simulations was to determine 
the possible extraction points where the tritium from Tatum 
Dome may be detected.
5.1.2 Analysis
The area around Tatum Dome is underlain by southwest 
dipping Cenozoic clays, silts, sands, and gravels deposited 
during repetitive transgressions of the Cenozoic sea. Be­
cause of the oscillating depositional phases, the aquifers
Figure 5.1. Location map of Tatum Dome.
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TABLE 5.1
Discharge Data for Ground Water 








1 Columb i a 0 .86 5 . 1
2 Lumb e r t on 0 .2 2 . 1
3 Purvis 0.16 1 . 7
4 Gulf Oil Company 3.5 3 . 5
5 Sumr a11 0 .8 5.0
6 Hattiesburg 6 .5 16.7
7 Baxterville n a . 3
8 Southern Mississippi
Electrical Power Assn. n a 11.5
9 Hercules Power Company n a 3.6





a) From Fenske and Humphrey, 1980
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around Tatum Dome are lenticular, discontinuous, and migrate 
across stratigraphic units. Hydrographs of wells in local 
aquifers indicate that the aquifers are interconnected on a 
regional scale which gives rise to a regional flow system. 
The existence of this flow system requires that the Cenozoic 
sediments be considered hydraulically as one flow system 
(Fenske and Humphrey, 1980).
Single hydraulic conductivity and aquifer thickness 
values are required by POLLUTE. Since the regional aquifer 
system can be considered as a single unit, effective region­
al hydraulic conductivity and thickness values were used. 
These were simplifying assumptions and may have caused error 
for POLLUTE if the local aquifer conductivities and thick­
ness varied substantially.
Using the ground water utilization data for 1962 and 
1979, POLLUTE simulated the ground water flow regimes for 
both those years, Towns and large ground water consumers 
were considered as individual wells and treated as point 
sinks. Figure 5.2a shows that in the early 1960's, ground 
water flow from Tatum Dome was moving southeasterly into an 
area of low to zero ground water movement (stagnation zone) . 
But as the ground water usage increased in the 1970's (Fig­
ure 5.2b), the ground water flow in the vicinity of Tatum 
Dome changed towards the northeast. In effect, this would 
sweep the tritium contaminated water toward the Gulf Oil






















Figure 5.2b. Flow system in vicinity of Tatum Dome (1979 data).
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Due to simplifying assumptions (mentioned previously) 
concerning local aquifer hydraulic conductivities and aqui­
fer thicknesses, precise location of each flow path is ques­
tionable. However, flow regime simulations given in Figures 
5.2a and 5.2b adequately reflect the real life situations 
and general hydrologic trends to the precision desired in 
the DOE study. The only other flow path delineation method 
considered was a hand drawn qualitative approximation.
5.2 Raft River Study
The following study on the Raft River Known Geothermal 
Resource Area (KGRA), Idaho, was initiated to predict the 
effect of geothermal fluid loss into the regional ground 
water system if one of the two geothermal injection well 
casings ruptured. Such a rupture would release geothermal 
fluid, which is high in dissolved solids, heavy metals, and 
other ions, into the surface aquifer and possibly contami­
nate local domestic, municipal, and agricultural wells. 
POLLUTE was used to simulate the leaking geothermal fluid 
flow and to determine its potential destinations.
The Raft River Valley, located in southern Idaho (Fig­
ure 5.3), is a structurally downthrown block bounded to the 
west, south, and east by mountains. The upper 500 to 1000 
feet of the Raft River Valley consists of sandy alluvium 
which is underlain by the Raft River formation, the Salt
Figure 5.3 Location map of the Raft River KGRA.
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Lake formation, and then a Precambrian basement complex.
Ground water in the Raft River basin occurs both in 
confined and unconfined aquifers in the Salt Lake formation, 
the Raft River formation, and in the surface alluvium. How­
ever, in this study, the surface alluvium is the only 
aquifer considered since it is the most heavily used ground 
water supply. Nichols (1979) states that the saturated 
thickness of the unconfined aquifer to range from less than 
200 feet to greater than 800 feet (Figure 5.4), with a hy­
draulic gradient of approximately 0.0055 foot/foot (Figure 
5.5). Similarly, the transmissivity ranges from less than 
1000 to greater than 7000 feet2/day (Figure 5.6), and the 
specific yield ranges from 0.10 to 0.18 (Figure 5.7). Al­
though porosity is generally larger than the specific yield 
(Figure 5.8), in this study they are assumed to be equal 
(due to insufficient porosity data). Considering that aqui­
fer porosity is inversely related to solute travel velocity 
(refer to Equation 4.4) actual arrival times of the geother­
mal fluid at a pumping well may be later than the arrival 
times predicted by POLLUTE.
Since POLLUTE requires single values for porosity, hy­
draulic conductivity, saturated thickness, uniform flow gra­
dient, and uniform flow direction, an approximate average or 
best estimate for each parameter in the vicinity of the in­
jection wells was used. Saturated thickness was considered 
to be 500 feet, hydraulic conductivity was 10 feet/day,
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Figure 5.8. Relation between porosity, specific 
yield, and specific retention with 
varying grain size.
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porosity was 0.18, and the uniform flow gradient was consid­
ered to be from the south at 0.0055 foot/foot. These values 
were derived from Figures 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7. (Note:
Th e specific yield values of Figure 5.7 were considered 
equivalent to porosity. However, as illustrated in Figure 
5.8, specific yield is always lesss than or equal to porosi­
ty. Therefore, the equivalence made here will result in 
conservative (quicker) travel times.)
Three miles west of the injection wells and parallel to 
the uniform flow field, an impermeable image well boundary 
is created by POLLUTE to simulate the aquifer discontinuity 
caused by the Jim Sage Mountains (refer to Figure 5.9). The 
Raft River, an intermittent stream that cuts across the 
study area, is not considered to be a significant hydrologic 
feature in this study. This assumption, also made during a 
transient head simulation study of the same area (Nichols, 
1979 ) , was a simplifying assumption made on the grounds that 
flow in the Raft River is directly dependent upon the extent 
of ground water used. When substantial amounts of ground 
water are pumped for agriculture during the summer months, 
the river runs dry.
The location of the two injection wells were outlined 
by Miller and Prestwhich (1979). The locations and project­
ed 1974 discharges of the various pumping areas were tabu­
lated by Nichols (1979). Nichols, however, located this 
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Figure 5.9. Location of wells in the.Raft River study 
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image well boundary. Dashed line delineates 
District Well domains.
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Section is a square mile, the exact location of any well 
within that Section is not defined. For the purposes of 
this study, all pumping areas were located at the center of 
their respective Section, and their pumping rates were con­
sidered constant. Since POLLUTE is programed to only ac­
count for up to twenty wells, many of the pumping areas were 
grouped together to form "district" wells. Each district 
well was located near the center of its well group and had a 
discharge equal to the sum of all the individual well dis­
charges within that group. Three of these district wells 
were created, the largest encompassing the town of Malta 
with the two smaller ones extending south to the injection 
area (Figure 5.9).
POLLUTE was used in the simulation of three leakage 
scenarios. The three scenarios attempted to delineate the 
worst possible situations in which the 8.4 x 107 feet3/year 
planned injectiop rate for each of the two injection wells 
(Petty, 1981) would leak into the unconfined surface aqui­
fer. The first two scenarios had only one of the two injec­
tion wells leaking into the aquifer. The third scenario had 
both wells leaking.
The aquifer in all scenarios was considered homogeneous 
and isotropic. The injected geothermal fluid was considered 
nondispersive , nonreactive, nonadsorptive, and had the same 
density as the ambient ground water. Other simplifying as­
sumptions include strictly horizontal flow and no leakage
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from (or to) deeper aquifers. These simplifying assump­
tions, as well as the ones mentioned earlier, may not be 
accurate for the entire study area and may cause the result­
ing simulations to be somewhat in error.
In the first simulation, injection well 1 leaked into 
the aquifer at a rate of 8.4 x 107 feet3/year. As seen from 
Figures 5.10a and 5.10b most of the geothermal fluid migrat­
ed to pumping well 6 with some fluid continuing on to dis­
trict pumping well 11. Pumping well 6 represents an irriga­
tion area approximately one mile north of the injection 
area. District well 11 represents an agricultural and muni­
cipal region just south of Malta. The resulting well flow 
distribution (Figures 5.10c and 5.10d) indicate that sub­
stantial contamination will occur at pumping well 6 approxi­
mately 10.4 years after commencement of leakage. Slight 
contamination of district well 11 will occur 224 years 
later .
In the second simulation, injection well 2 leaked into 
the aquifer, also at a rate of 8.4 x 107 feet3/year. Figure 
5.11 shows all the contaminant terminating at pumping well 
8. The resulting well flow distribution (Figure 5.11b) 
indicates contaminant interception at well 6 occuring ap­
proximately 11.2 years after the onset of leakage.
The third scenario can be considered the worst case 
situation where both injection wells are leaking a total of 
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Figure 5.10c. Well flow distribution during leakage
from Injection Well 1.
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Figure 5.11a. Simulation of leakage from Injection
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Figure 5.11b. Well flow distribution during
leakage from Injection Well 2.
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5.12b show that c on t smin an t from both wells 16rmin a18 s 3t 
pumping well 6. Some contaminant from injection well 1 will 
also terminate at district well 11. As per the well flow 
distributions (Figures 5.12c, 5 . 12d and 5.12e), contaminant 
interception at well 6 will be substantial and occur at 9.8 
years after the start of leakage whereas contaminant inter­
ception at district well 11 will be slight and occur 197.4 
years later.
These simulations indicate that pumping well 6 will be 
the primary interceptor of geothermal fluid leaking from 
either injection well. All fluid leaking from injection 
well 2, and most of the fluid leaking from injection well 1 
will terminate at well 6 less than 10 years after leakage 
begins. Some of the municipal and agricultural wells in the 
area just south of Malta (district well 11) could also ex­
pect to intercept some contaminant in the distant future 
provided injection well 1 starts leaking. As previously 
stated, these simulations are subject to many simplifying 
assumptions which may be reflected in the simulation ac­
curacy .
Field studies may be necessary to verify the previous 
simulations. An example of a field check may be to place 
observation wells both within and outside the projected 
plume boundaries. Injection of a tracer at the planned 
injection well site and subsequent monitoring of the obser­
vation wells should enable the user to determine the accura­
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Figure 5.12d. Well flow distribution during leakage
from both injection wells.
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Figure 5.12e. Well flow distribution during
leakage from both injection wells.
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5.3 Ground Water Contamination from a Lagoon
Chemicals stored in a holding pond or lagoon are often 
a source of ground water contamination. These chemicals 
tend to leach out of the holding area and into the ground 
water where they may be transported and mixed with the ambi­
ent flow. Fenske (1981) outlined such a situation where 
chemicals were leaching from a rectangular lagoon into the 
ground water below. POLLUTE was then used to devise a 
scheme where all the contaminated ground water would be 
intercepted by one or more pumping wells and be removed from 
the aquifer.
The lagoon, bounded in the south by a fault, was moni­
tored for leachate by four observation wells to the west 
(Figure 5.13). The ambient ground water flow was from west 
to east with a gradient of 0.001. Aquifer characteristics 
included a hydraulic conductivity of 200 feet, and a porosi­
ty of 0.2. The fault in the south also bounded the aquifer 
and was considered an impermeable boundary. Contaminants 
leached into the ground water below the lagoon at a rate of 
3273 cubic feet per day.
POLLUTE simulated the rectangular lagoon by dividing it 
into two distinct injection wells with radii of 600 feet 
(Figure 5.14). Flow paths emanating from the periphery of 
the injection wells were calculated until they were either 
intercepted at the pumping we 11(s) or had exceeded 500 iter­
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Figure 5.14. Interception of lagoon leachate by
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Figure 5.15. Interception of lagoon leachate by
Huai punping wells. Total pumping
rate is 0.8 cfs.
the recharge of each injection well was not sufficient to 
displace the local ambient ground water, many flow lines 
passed through the injection wells instead of circumventing 
them. Had the lagoon not been above the water table, a 
component for flow into a cylinder (refer to Section 2.3) 
would have been required in the main algorithm (Equations 
2.17 and 2.18) due to the large radii of the injection 
wells.
The first scenario attempted with POLLUTE utilized ob­
servation well 1 as the sole pumping well with a discharge 
rate of 0.8 cubic feet per second (cfs). As shown in Figure 
5.14, all but three flow lines were intercepted by the pump­
ing we 11 .
In the second scenario, the previous pumping rate (0.8 
cfs) was divided between observation wells 1 and 2 in an at­
tempt to intercept all lagoon contaminated ground water flow 
(Figure 5.15). However, three of the twenty flow lines ema­
nating from the lagoon still escaped into the ambient aqui­
fer system indicating that the 0.8 cfs discharge rate was 
80-85 percent of the necessary pumping rate.
The third and fourth scenarios used the previous single 
and double pumping well configurations discharging a total 
of 1 cfs. Figures 5.16 and 5.17 show that the 1 cfs dis­
charge rate was sufficient in both scenarios to intercept 
all contaminants leaching from the lagoon.








Figure 5.16. Interception of lagoon leachate by-
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Figure 5.17. Interception of lagoon leachate by-
dual punping wells. Total pumping
rate is 1.0 cfs.
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the imperineab 1 e boundary were used as pumping wells since 
they were least likely to intercept noncontaminated ambient 
ground water from beyond the lagoon (to the north). Had 
observation well 3 or 4 been used at the 1 cfs rate, inter­
ception of the noncontaminated ambient ground water north of 
the lagoon would have occurred resulting in some contaminat­
ed ground water escaping beyond the well.
5.4 Contaminant Plume Tracking and Interception
The next field study is a hypothetical example of the 
use of POLLUTE to delineate and rectify a specific ground 
water pollution problem. Most of the graphical output given 
by POLLUTE is utilized in solving the pollution problem, 
emphasizing interrelationships between the various types of 
output .
Two small municipalities, which rely upon ground water 
for their water supplies are located just west of a large 
lake (Figure 5.18). Further to the west lies the XYZ Chemi­
cal Company which disposes of chemical wastes through sub­
surface injection. Underlying the entire study area and 
terminating at the lake is a confined sandstone aquifer.
The aquifer has a uniform ambient flow gradient from the 
west of 0.002, a porosity of 0.2, a hydraulic conductivity 
of 27.4 feet per day, and a uniform saturated thickness of 




Figure 5.18. Map view of study area.
the sandstone aquifer and Town B is pumping at a rate of 
0.48 cfs out of the same aquifer.
In 1971, the XYZ Chemical Company started injecting 
wastes into the sandstone aquifer at a rate of 0.16 cfs. 
Figure 5.19 shows the ground water regime in the study area 
from the pumping and injection activities of the two towns 
and the chemical company. Figure 5.20 indicates that Town A 
should start intercepting chemical wastes approximately 
eight years after the XYZ Chemical Company started injecting 
them into the aquifer. In 1979, Town A discovered contami­
nants in its water supply and immediately shut down its 
well. The contaminants were traced back to the XYZ Chemical 
Company which immediately closed down its well also. From 
the isochron map given by POLLUTE (Figure 5.21) previous to 
the well shutdowns, the extent of the eight year old contam­
inant plume was delineated (Figures 5.21 and 5.22).
After the shutdown of Town A and XYZ Chemical Company 
wells, the contaminant plume was still present in the ground 
water. The ground water flow regime had been altered by the 
well shutdowns to where the contaminant plume would ulti­
mately contaminate Town B's water supply (Figure 5.23). 
Another pumping well was needed between Town B and the con­
taminant plume to intercept the plume before reaching the 
town. Such a well pumping at a rate of 0.24 cfs was intro­







Figure 5.19. Ground water flow regime during pumping by 
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Figure 5.21. Outline of contaminant plume on isochron 
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Figure 5.22. Outline of contaminant plume on 
flow regime just prior to well 
shutdowns by Town A and the XYZ 
Chemical Company.
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Figure 5.23. Outline of contaminant plume on flow regime 
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Figure 5.24. Interception well emplaced to intercept 
contaminant plume.
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was slightly larger than was apparently needed, which en­
abled the pumping well to intercept contaminants that may 
have dispersed and/or diffused beyond the calculated plume 
bound ary.
5.5 Conelus ions
These studies demonstrate how POLLUTE May be used to 
trace potential ground water contaminant flow, delineate a 
contaminant plume, and determine location and discharge 
rates of interception wells. The Tatum Dome study exempli­
fied how POLLUTE may be used to trace a small amount of 
contaminant along with the ambient ground water flow. The 
Contaminant Plume Tracking and Interception study and the 
Ground Water Contamination from a Lagoon study demonstrate 
how POLLUTE may be used to delineate and alleviate a ground 
water contaminant problem. And the Raft River study demon­
strates how POLLUTE might be used to predict potential well 
field degradation caused by casing leakage from planned 
wells. The study scenarios were altered easily and rapidly 




6.0 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
6.1 Limiting Factors
The computer model POLLUTE contains many simplifying as- 
sumptions which must be taken into consideration. The user 
should be aware of these assumptions and apply the model to 
appropriate situations and use the model with caution for 
situations that deviate from the model assumptions.
The basic simplifying assumptions are:
- The fluid in the aquifer is noncompressib1e .
- The aquifer is noncompressible.
- The aquifer is a confined aquifer with a uniform 
thickness. If the aquifer is unconfined, the source/sink 
term in Equation 2.10 would be
Q._l
2ir K In (
inf
((X-X.) +(y-y.) )2 1 1/2
1/ 2
which may be directly derived from Darcy's Law. This term 
can be differentiated with respect to x and y, and substi­
tuted into Equations 2.12 and 2.13 to yield an algorithm for 
unconfined flow. However, if fluctuations in head are small 
compared to the aquifer thickness, the algorithm presently 
used in POLLUTE (which assumes a confined aquifer) can be 
used for unconfined flow with a minimal amount of error, as
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per the Dupuit Assumption (which assumes strictly horizontal 
flow).
- The aquifer has an infinite areal extent except 
where an image well boundary is placed (see Section 2.7).
- The aquifer is homogeneous.
- The ground water regime is under steady state 
cond it ions .
- All fluids involved (ambient ground water and 
contaminants) have the same density.
- Contaminants are conservative. Where adsorption 
is known to occur, a lag factor can be used to multiply the 
arrival time output which would simulate the adsorption 
(refer to Section 6.4).
- The contaminant is assumed to be nondispersive.
In reality all contaminants are dispersive to some extent 
and the arrival values that POLLUTE yields can be considered 
the 50 percent point along the contaminant's breakthrough 
curve. As seen in Figure 6.1, some contaminant may arrive 
much earlier than the 50 percent concentration point indi­
cates .
- The ambient flow gradient is uniform in slope and 
does not vary in direction.
- All wells are fully penetrating.
- All flow is in a two dimensional plane. In this 
thesis, strictly horizontal flow was considered.
Figure 6.1. Hypothetical breakthrough curve 
showing contaminant attenuation.
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The location distribution coupled with the isochron 
distribution given by POLLUTE, enables the user to locate a 
contaminant plume at a given time. By setting up different 
scenarios, the user can decide which scenario will hasten or 
retard contaminant flow. Since these distributions are sub­
ject to many assumptions (see previous section), contaminant 
location(s) may not be exact, but should offer a good ap­
proximation depending upon the extent of the validity of the 
assumptions assumed. Even with a model that doesn't have 
simplifying assumptions, the solution normally cannot be 
considered to be exact because it is very difficult to have 
a complete understanding of localized and regional aquifer 
heterogeneities .
The well flow distribution enables the user to deter­
mine under a given scenario which well will be contaminated, 
how much contaminant will be intercepted, and how long it 
will take for the well to become contaminated.
POLLUTE is an easy-to-use efficient model which can 
simulate most well field situations. For an initial study 
where there is limited information on the regional hydroge­
ology, POLLUTE can serve as an ideal model. Where the con­
taminant is highly dispersive and where the hydrogeology is 
well defined, a finite element or finite difference solute 
transport model that solves the advective-dispersion equa­
tion may be more appropriate.
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6.3 Summary
POLLUTE is an expanded and revised version of the
ground water flow model developed by Nelson (1978b). Where 
Nelson's model was limited to an isotropic aquifer of infi­
nite areal extent, POLLUTE can be applied to an anisotropic 
aquifer which is bounded by impermeable and/or equal poten­
tial boundaries. The aquifer anisotropy handled by POLLUTE 
may be along the x or y-axis. Where Nelson's model assumed 
a uniform flow field parallel to the x-axis (west to east), 
POLLUTE makes no such assumption and may include a uniform 
flow field along any orientation. Other modifications to 
Nelson's model include well flow distributions for flow into 
all pumping wells, polynomial approximation of well flow 
distributions, and simplification of Nelson's algorithm.
POLLUTE is applicable to a wide range of ground water 
contaminant problems. It was used as part of a Department 
of Energy study to map the potential flow paths of tritium 
in the ground water around Tatum Dome, Mississippi (Fenske 
and Humphrey, 1980), and also used to predict potential well 
field contamination due to well casing rupture of a planned 
geothermal injection well in the Raft River KGRA, Idaho.
It may also be used in the delineation and interception of a 
contaminant plume, whether the plume originates from a well
or a lagoon.
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Both analytical and numerical solutions to various 
ground water problems were made and compared to POLLUTE.
The analytical solutions solved determined the lateral ex­
tent of an injected plume, the travel time between an injec­
tion and pumping well, and the location of a stagnation 
point caused by an injection well within a uniform flow 
field. The numerical comparison was between output from 
POLLUTE and output from a ground water solute transport 
model. A scenario was created where a contaminant was 
tracked between an injection well and a pumping well. The 
model comparisons included the size and extent of the in­
jected plume, and contaminant intake at the pumping well.
In all cases, the analytical and numerical comparisons com­
pared favorably with POLLUTE.
6.4 Future Considerations
As in the case with all computer models, no model can 
ever be considered "finished". There is usually ample room 
for refinements in the acccuracy of the solution technique, 
in the diversity of potential uses, and in the manipulation 
of the output data.
Since most aquifers are not homogeneous, a transform 
technique needs to be developed to transform a nonhomogenous 
system into a homogeneous one and hence, increase its credi­
bility in aquifer simulation. The transform should require 
little computational time and a minimal amount of computer
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memory in order for POLLUTE to remain a viable alternative 
to existing FEM and FDM ground water models.
A leaky aquifer term should also be considered for the 
many cases where substantial flux occurs across confining 
aquifer beds. This could be accomplished by decreasing the 
magnitude of well discharge/recharge by a function of the 
well strength (pumping/injection rate), confining layer 
thickness, head differential above and below the confining 
layer, and hydraulic conductivity of the confining layer.
Similarly, multiple aquifer systems may present a need 
for further modifications since POLLUTE assumes a single 
aquifer. This may be accomplished by solving for individual 
local aquifers, or by assuming a single massive aquifer as 
was done in the Tatum Dome study (Section 5.1).
Phreatic aquifers may be approximated by assuming a 
confined aquifer if head variations are small compared to 
the thickness of the saturated zone. Otherwise, an alterna­
tive algorithm should be employed which accounts for the 
unconfined aquifer (Section 6.1.1)
It seems apparent that POLLUTE should reflect the de­
laying effects adsorption may have on a contaminant. Many 
ground water contaminants have a tendency to adsorb, or 
chemically bond, to the aquifer matrix. The effect adsorp­
tion has on contaminant movement is to slow down the flow 
rate of the contaminant with respect to the ambient ground
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water. An example of the effect adsorption has on contami­
nant flow rate has been demonstrated in a study (Higgins, 
1959) where the flux of C s ^ ^  was four orders of magnitude 
slower than the flux of the ambient ground water. Incorpo­
rating adsorption into POLLUTE can be accomplished by intro­
ducing a lag coefficient which would be a function of the 
amount of adsorption occurring. The lag coefficient would 
then be multipled by the arrival times produced by POLLUTE 
to yield true arrival times of the adsorbed contaminant.
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Although the input data is described within the program 
itself, more detail is needed on the utility and function of 
several of the input parameters for program usability.
Data card 2 defines the location of a rectangular study 
area and also the number of ambient flow lines to be plot­
ted. This differs with data card 11 which locates a rectan­
gular plotting window within the study area.
If any ambient flow lines are to be plotted, it is im­
portant to locate point (0,0) within the study area since 
the origin of the ambient flow lines are located upgradient 
from that point. The ambient flow lines origins are evenly 
distributed along a linear segment which is perpendicular to 
the uniform flow gradient. The distance from the origin to 
the center of this linear segment is equal to the diagonal 
of the study area rectangle, which ensures that the ambient 
flow line origins are beyond the study area. The length of 
the linear segment is determined by the uniform flow distri­
bution parameter (UFDIST) of card 6. With a UFDIST equal to
1.0, the segment length is equal to the length of the y axis 
boundary of the study area. Doubling UFDIST doubles the 
segment length, and so on.
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The well radius parameter of input cards 4 do not nec­
essarily reflect the actual well radius, but may be an exag­
gerated radius. Exaggeration of the well radius may be 
desired for plotted output clarity and as a method to pre­
vent numerical error (refer to section 3.4). An exaggerated 
well radius of 50 to 100 feet is recommended (depending upon 
scale of plotting window).
As per input card 4, if the well discharge is unknown, 
the well drawdown/drawup may be used and POLLUTE will calcu­
late a discharge. However, in calculating the discharge, 
POLLUTE assumes that no other source/sink affects the head 
in the well other than the source/sink at the well itself. 
This assumption may cause the well discharge to be in error 
if other sources and/or sinks are in close proximity. This 
same assumption may also cause error in the Local Head col­
umn of the printed output (see input/output example below).
The middle parameter of input card 6 defines the time 
increment used in the calculations of the flow lines. If it 
is set equal to zero, POLLUTE will define its own time in­
crement. This is done by determining what time increment 
would be sufficient to traverse a flow line along the x axis 
across the plotting window in 250 iterations assuming a 
uniform flow gradient at 270° and no sources or sinks.
Illustration of the data prompters and printed output 
produced by POLLUTE can be seen in the following example. 
Data was entered from a separate data as a response to each
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prompter. Plotted output from this data set resulted in 
Figures 2.1, 2.2a, 2.3, 2.5a, and 2.8a as well as an iso­
chron plot (not presented).
The printed output includes initial location, terminat­
ing location, number of iterations, and travel time for each 
flow line. POLLUTE calculates flow lines as they emanate 
from their espective injection well and numbers them consec­
utively in a counterclockwise fashion starting with the 
first flow line north (north is up) of the easternmost point 
on the well radius (which is the location of the final flow 
line for that well).
The cumulative flow from each flow path, also included 
in the printed output, range from zero to one and is the 
cumulative percentage of flow that each flow line repre­
sents. Any out-of-sequence-values indicate possible error 
in the well flow distribution plots.
Following the input/output example are the listings for 
SOLUTE and POLLUTE that were used in the comparisons (Sec­
tion 4.6). Results of these data sets are shown in Figures 
4.7, 4.8, 4.0. 4.10, and Table 4.1.
A flow chart schematically depicting the sequence of 
operations within POLLUTE immediately follows the SOLUTE/ 
POLLUTE data sets. The function of the flow chart is to 
assist the user in locating unforeseen program errors that 
may occur during future use. The flow chart may also serve
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*****##»»*****#**#*» INPUT/OUTPUT EXAMPLE a**********************
ENTER; DATA SET # START, DATA SET # END 
FOR ONLY ONE DATA SET, ENTER; 1,1 
DATA SET 1
ENTER FOR ENTIRE STUDY AREA;
X MIN, X MAX, Y MIN, Y MAX, NUM UNIF FLOW LINES (INT) 
INPUT THE TOTAL NUMBER OF WELLS(01 TO 20)
AND TOTAL NUMBER OF WELL-FLOW LINES (01-TO 80)
WELL- 1
ENTER: XCOORD, YCOORD, 
L L
WELL RADIUS, DISCHARGE, HEAD 
L (L»*3)/T L
IF DISCHARGE IS KNOWN, SET HEAD =0.0 
WELL- 2
ENTER: XCOORD, YCOORD, WELL RADIUS, DISCHARGE, HEAD 
L L L (L**3)/T L
IF DISCHARGE IS KNOWN, SET HEAD =0.0
ENTER: AVG DEPTH, POROSITY, UNIF GRAD, HYDR K, AVG RADIUS OF INFLUENCE 
L L/L L/T L
ENTER; ANGLE OF UNIFORM FLOW (DEGREES)
N= 0.0, E= 90., W= 270., S= 180.
ENTER; OPTIONAL TIME INCREMENT (0.0 = AUTOMATIC)
ENTER; UNIF FLOW DIST SIZE, 3-0=SUGESTED
ENTER: ANISOTROPY ALONG X-AXIS,YAXIS 
EXAMPLES: IF ISOTROPIC ENTER 1.,1.
IF ANISOTROPIC ALONG X-AXIS BY A FACTOR OF THREE, 
ENTER 3.,1•
ENTER NUMBER OF BOUNDARIES (ZER0=0)
ENTER: MIN X, MAX X, MIN Y, MAX Y (FOR WINDOW)
AND NPLOT CODE
WELL XCOORD YCOORD RADIUS LOCAL HEAD DISCHARGE
1 -250. 250. 40.0 18.46 15000000.00
2 500. 125 . 40.0 -13.46 -15000000.00
THERE ARE 2 PUMPING AND/OR RECHARGING WELLS
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»*»****»»»»*»•»»***» INPUT/OUTPUT EXAMPLE *********»*»»»»*»**»*»*
WELL RECHARGE = 15000000.00 8 FLOW PATHS
INITIAL LOCATION IS ( -221.72, 278.28) 34 ITERATIONSPATH 1 OF WELL 1 ARRIVED AT WELL 2 IN .51 YEARS
INITIAL LOCATION IS ( -250.00, 290.00) 55 ITERATIONSPATH 2 OF WELL 1 ARRIVED AT WELL 2 IN .83 YEARS
INITIAL LOCATION IS ( -278.28, 278.28) 500 ITERATIONS
PATH 3 OF WELL 1 ARRIVED AT ( 2726i.45, 98.21) IN 7 .68 YEARS
INITIAL LOCATION IS ( -2 9 0 .0 0 , 250.00) 145 ITERATIONS
PATH 4 OF WELL 1 ARRIVED AT WELL 2 IN 2.21 YEARS
INITIAL LOCATION IS ( -278.28, 221.72) 57 ITERATIONS
PATH 5 OF WELL 1 ARRIVED AT WELL 2 IN .86 YEARS
INITIAL LOCATION IS ( -250.00, 210.00) 35 ITERATIONS
PATH 6 OF WELL 1 ARRIVED AT WELL 2 IN .52 YEARS
INITIAL LOCATION IS ( -2 2 1 .7 2 , 221.72) 27 ITERATIONS
PATH 7 OF WELL 1 ARRIVED AT WELL 2 IN .40 YEARS
INITIAL LOCATION IS ( -210.00, 250.00) 27 ITERATIONS
PATH 8 OF WELL 1 ARRIVED AT WELL 2 IN .40 YEARS
THE CUM FLOW FOR PATH 1 IS . 12981
THE CUM FLOW FOR PATH 2 IS .26165
THE CUM FLOW FOR PATH 3 IS •37745
THE CUM FLOW FOR PATH 4 IS .48275
THE CUM FLOW FOR PATH 5 IS .58872
THE CUM FLOW FOR PATH 6 IS .70631
THE CUM FLOW FOR PATH 7 IS .84024
THE CUM FLOW FOR PATH 8 IS .98551
.015 YEARS, IS THE TIME INCREMENT
ISOCHRONE PLOTTED EVERY .31 YEARS
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******»*»»»»»»»****» INPUT/OUTPUT EXAMPLE ***********************
POLYNOMIAL WELL FLOW DISTRIBUTION FROM WELL 1 TO WELL 2
Y = A + (B1)(X**1) + (32)(X**2) + . . .+ (BN)(XN**)
WHERE A = -1.4779B1 = 6.2568
B2 = -6.2314
33 = 2.650334 = -.4031
WITH A STND DEV OF S . 0 6 2 7
»***»**»**«*«»*** DATA SET F0R XNPUT/OUTPUT EXAMPLE »*»**»*•»*»»»»*»»»
1 , 1- 100 0. , 1 0 0 0 . , - 1 0 0 0  . ,1 0 0 0 . ,0
2,8
-250. ,250. ,40. ,15000000.,0. 
500. ,125. ,40. ,-15000000.,0.
70.,.2,.0095,10950. ,15000. 
270. ,0. ,3.




********** DATA SET FOR NUMERICAL COMPARISON - SOLUTE ***********
NUMERICAL COMPARISON BETWEEN SOLUTE AND POLLUTE 
NONDISP ERSIVE
1 1 16 183200 1 7 0 100 2 9 1 10 1
5.0.0001 0.20 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 200. 200. 0.0 0.50 
5 7 -.4756 0.0
712 .4756
0 .0347
0 1 0 0.
0 0.0



















1 1 .0  0 . 0  0 . 0  0 





0 . 0  9 0 .  9 0 .  9 0 .  9 0 .  9 0 .  9 0 .  9 0 .  9 0 .  9 0 .  9 0 .  9 0 .  9 0 .  9 0 .  9 0 .  0 . 0
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********** DATA SET FOR NUMERICAL COMPARISON - SOLUTE ***********
0 0.0
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********** DATA SET FOR NUMERICAL COMPARISON - SOLUTE ***********
NUMERICAL COMPARISON 
DISPERSIVE
BETWEEN SOLUTE AND POLLUTE
1 1 16 183200 
5.0.0001 0.20 100. 
























1 7 0 100 2 9 1 10 1 0 1 0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 200. 200. .33 0.50 1.0
1 1.0 0.0 
1 1 .0
0 . 0  0
0.00115.115.115.115.115.115.115.115.115.'115.115.115.115.115.0.0.0
0 . 0  9 0 .  9 0 .  9 0 .  9 0 .  9 0 .  9 0 .  90 .  9 0 .  90 .  9 0 .  9 0 .  9 0 .  9 0 .  9 0 .  0 . 0

********* DATA SET FOR NUMERICAL COMPARISON - POLLUTE
1 1 
1
- 1600. , 1600. , - 1600. , 1600. .0 
2,25
- 700 . , 5 00 . ,5 0 . , 15000000. ,0 . 
- 300 . ,-5 00 . ,5 0 . , - 15000000. ,0 .




-100000000. , 140000000000. , 1 
100000000. ,140000000000 . , 1 
.0000000001,1400.,-1 
.0000000001,-1400. ,-1 







/  COUNT OFF \  
\  DATA SETS /
/ READ INPUT / 
/ VARIABLES /
SET UP FORWARD AND 
REVERSE TRANSFORMS 
FOR ANISOTROPIC MEDIA 
(CALL VART)
TRANSFORM ALL FIXED 
LOCATIONS INTO NEW 
ISOTROPIC MEDIA 
(CALL STUN!
CALCULATE NUMBER OF 
FLOW PATHS REPRESENT 




\  (1. KF
FF EACH\ 






































z X t )
(  STOP )
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Conformal mapping techniques are used to map a function 
in one plane into a function in another plane where it may 
be more easily solved. For situations concerning ground 
water flow in a well field, mapping functions are used to 
simulate streamlines and equipotentia1 lines. The functions 
used in this study (Spiegel, 1964) map a horizontal parallel 
flow field into various configurations simulating flow into 
(or out of) a point source (or sink), flow through a cylin­
der, and flow in a uniform flow field. The parallel hori­
zontal flow field flows from right to left along the x axis 
with a gradient of 1.0. Simulation of other uniform flow 
fields is done by multiplying the original flow field 
(represented by the complex variable Z) by the gradient of 
the desired flow field. This mapping function is expressed 
by :
UZ (A2.1)
where U is the gradient of the uniform flow field being 
simulated. The real portion is the piezometric potential 
($), and the imaginary portion is the stream function (^). 
Lines of equal $ are everywhere perpendicular to lines of 
equal t (Figure A 2 .1).
Where the uniform flow field flows from left to right, 
the negative complex conjugate (-Z) is used instead of 




Figure A2.1. Uniform flow field where lines 
of equal equipotential ($) are 
everywhere perpendicular to 
streamlines (^).
= CO N S T .
Figure A2.2. Equipotential lines and streamlines 
emanating from a point source.
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Representation of a source or sink is done by mapping 
the horizontal flow field into a convergent or radial pat­
tern. The mapping function for sources and sinks is
m 1n (Z ) (A 2 .2)
where m is the strength of the source (or sink). The poten­
tial lines (real portion) consist of concentric circles 
around the source (or sink), while the streamlines (imagi— 
nary portion) emanate radially from the source (Figure 
A2 . 2) .
Flow into a cylinder within a uniform flow field is 
derived from the mapping function for flow around a cylinder 





UZ + —  -°- (A2.4)
x +y
which, when expanded, becomes
u(x + iy +  ̂* -1 —  r q) (A2.5)
x +y
For flow through a cylinder, the real ($) and imaginary ( )  
portions are interchanged (Figure A2.4) to become
(A 2 .6)
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Figure A2.3, Equipotential lines and streamlines 
depicting flow around a cylinder.
*
Figure A2.4. Equipotential lines and
streamlines depicting flow 
through a cylinder.
However, as per Figure A 2 .4, flow is vertical from top to 
bottom. To align the flow with the uniform flow field (hor­
izontal from left to right), a rotation of 90° is required 
(Figure A 2 .5). This is done by multiplying Equation A2.6 by 
i to yield
u( iy-x + ( 27 +" 2 rQ ) (A2.7)
x + y
or
-UZ + 2 (A2.8)
x +y
These mapping functions are used in Equations 2.1, 2.2,
and elsewhere in this study.
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*
Flow through a cylinder 
orientated along direction 
of ambient uniform flow 
field.
Figure A2.5.
A P P E N D I X  A 3
The Method Of Characteristics
The Method Of Characteristics (MOC) as proposed and 
described by Gardner et al. (1964) is a numerical technique
used to simulate solute transport. The technique involves 
both a stationary grid and a set of moving "particles".
The grid is obtained by dividing a rectangular x-y region 
into n by m elements. Solute transport simulation is 
achieved by the simultaneous solution of the following set 
of ordinary differential equations:
and where Kx and Ky are x and y components of hydraulic 
conductivity, k is specific permeability, V is fluid viscos­
ity, Vx and Vy are x and y components of velocity, and p is 
fluid density.
d x _ Vx 
d t p (A3.1)
d y _ V y 





Particles are initially distributed uniformly through­
out the entire study area and throughout each gridal ele­
ment. Each element is initially assigned a solute concen­
tration, n » and all particles within each element
take on that concentration (C ). Equations A3.2 andp ,n
A3.3 are then solved numerically by a finite difference 
approximation which separates each time increment into two 
steps.
The first step employs the advective velocity compo­
nents (Equations A3.1 and A3.2) on each particle to deter­
mine that particle's new location (x y ,).p ,n+ 1 ’ 3p ,n+ 1
This is achieved by iterative calculations using
and
x ^ in , n+ 1 X + p ,n Atn+l/2 Vx ( X p ,n Yp , n) (A3.4)
Y = Y + At . V (X , Y ).p,n+l p,n n+1/2 y p,n p,n (A3.5)
After each particle is relocated, the particle's new loca­
tion is examined to determine in which grid element it lies 
in. Each element is then assigned a concentration,
C. j n> equal to the average concentration of all the 
particles that lie within that element, completing the
advective transport phase.
During the second step, the change in concentration due 
to dispersion is computed for each element:
A t
ACi j j ,n + 1 n+ V —  (kxj? C . p x l , j ,n + KYl C . ) (A3.6)y i»J ,n
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Each element and each particle within that element 
assigned its new concentration:
i. j,n+l
*
C i >j >n “ A C i , j,n+l/2
and




This completes a full time increment (tn to t andn n+1
the procedure is repeated for each subsequent increment .
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* * # # # # # if if if # # if if if if if
ifif ifif
if if INPUT ifif
Ifif ifif
if if if if if if if if if if if if if if if if if
CARD 1 DELINEATES WHICH SPECIFIC DATA SETS WITHIN THE 
S.NTIRE DATA DECK WILL 3E ACTIVATED.
A DATA SET CONTAINS A WELL FIELD CONFIGURATION 
AND AQUIFER PARAMETERS.
CARD 2 TELLS US THE BOUNDARIES OF THE STUDY AREA.
X MIN, XMAX, YMIN, Y M A X , NUFL ARE ENTERED 
IN RESPECTIVELY. NUFL IS THE NUMBER OF UNIF 
FLOW LINES TO BE TRACED OUT OVER THE ENTIRE 
STUDY AREA.
CARD DELINEATES THE TOTAL NUMBER OF WELLS, AND ALSO 
THE TOTAL NUMBER OF WELL FLOW LINES TO BE TRACED 
OVER THE ENTIRE STUDY AREA. WELLS ARE LIMITED TO 
20 MAXIMUM, AND WELL FLOW LINES TO 80 MAXIMUM.
FOR ZERO FLOW LINES, ENTER 1 . BOTH INPUTS ARE 
INTEGERS. ACTUAL FLOW LINES MAY BE ONE OR TWO LESS 
THAN INPUTED FOR THEY ARE DIVIDED UP AMONG ALL THE WELLS
CARDS H ARE WELL CHARACTERISTICS. FOR EACH WELL AN fX v) 
COORDINATE IS ENTERED, THE RADIUS OF THE WELL, 
DISCHARGE OF THE WELL, AND HEAD OF THE WELL.
IF EITHER HEAD OR DISCHARGE IS NOT KNOWN; ENTER 0.0
CARD 5 SETS AQUIFER PARAMETERS. AVERAGE DEPTH OF AQUIFER 
POROSITY, UNIFORM GRADIENT, HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY 
AND A BOUNDARY OF EQUAL HEAD. THE BOUNDARY OF EQUAL HEAD 
IS GIVEN AS A LINEAR DISTANCE FROM THE ORIGIN.
NOTE: ALL UNITS MUST AGREE!
CARD 6 DETAILS THE THE DIRECTION OUT OF WHICH THE UNIFORM 
FLOW FIELD IS COMING, THE OPTIONAL TIME INCREMENT,
AND THE DISTRIBUTION SIZE OF THE UNIFORM FLOW LINES.
FLOW FIELD DIRECTION WHERE; 0.0
I



















































»*******#****•»*,.»**»* POLLUTE listing *##•*»***•**•****#»*»*»#»***
180.0
THE OPTIONAL TIME INCREMENT MAI BE SET MANUALLI, OR 
LEFT FOR THE MODEL TO SET AUTOMATICALLY. FOR AUTOMATIC 
SETTING, ENTER 0.0 . THE UNIFORM FLOW DISTRIBUTION 
PARAMETER GIVES A FACTOR OVER WHICH THE UNIFORM FLOW 
LINES WILL BE DISTRIBUTED OVER. BY ENTERING 1.0, THE 
DISTRIBUTION WILL BE THE SIZE OF THE Y-AXIS INSIDE THE 
WINDOW. 2.0 WILL DOUBLE IT, 3-0 WILL TRIPLE IT, ETC.
THE DISTRIBUTION IS CENTERED A30UT THE ORIGIN. FOR THIS 
PARAMETER, 3.0 SEEMS TO WORK WELL IN MOST CASES.
CARD 7 DETERMINES AQUIFER ANISOTROPY
CARD 3 IS THE NUMBER OF LINEAR AQUIFER BOUNDARIES (CARD 9).
CARDS 9 SETS THE SLOPE, Y INTERCEPT, AND TYPE OF AQUIFER 
BOUNDARY. AN IMPERMEABLE BOUNDARY IS DENOTED BY
1.0, AND AN EQUAL HEAD BOUNDARY IS DENOTED BY -1.0.
CARD 10 GIVE US THE BOUNDARIES FOR THE VARIOUS WINDOWS
WITHIN THE DATA SET. X MIN, X MAX, Y MIN, YMAX ARE 
ENTERED IN RESPECTIVELY. NPLOT CODE (BELOW) IS ALSO INPUT
CARD 11 ---  NEXT DATA SET ---
THE NPLOT CODE DICTATES THE PLOTTED OUTPUT 
NPLOT CODE IS AS FOLLOWS:
CODE FLOW/PIEZ FLOW ISOCHR PIEZ WELL 01ST
W # ######### ###£## irSW
-4 X - X - X
-3 X - - - X
-2 X - X - -
-1 X - - - -
0 - X - - -
1 • X - X -
2 - X X X -
3 - X - X X
4 - X X X X
5 - X X - -
6 - X X - X
7 - X - - X
3 - - - X -































POLLUTE LISTING * * * * * 4 4 4 » * 44 4 4* *4 4 » »4 # * » *
??????????????????????? 
?? ??






2 1 , 1-1000.. ,9000. ,
-ONE DATA SET ONLY 
-5000. ,2000 . ,20
CARD 3 3,15
CARDS 4 o. ,0. , 100 . ,0 . 
,-2638. ,
,,24 .
It 1000.  1000000 . ,0 .
" 2000 . ,20001500000.,0.
CARD 5 70. ,.2, .0095. ,10950. ,20000.
CARD 6 270. ,0 . , 3.
CARD 7 3 - , 1 •
CARD 3 1
CARD 9 -1000 ., 10000000 . ,-1 . EQUAL HEAD BNDY AT X i 10000
CARD 10 -1000 . ,3000. ,-5000. ,2000.
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
WRITEC6,1000)
1000 FORMAT( 1X, "ENTER; DATA SET .# START, DATA SET t  END"/
* 6X,"FOR ONLY ONE DATA SET, ENTER; 1,1")
READ(5,*)NUMY,NIMY
DO 999 IJK = 1,NIMY 
WRITE(6,1005) IJK 
1005 FORMATC1X,"DATA SET ",I3)
WRITE(6,1010)
1010 F0RMAT(1X/1X,"ENTER FOR ENTIRE STUDY AREA;"/
* "X MIN, X MAX, Y MIN, Y MAX, NUM UNIF FLOW LINES (INT)") 
READ (5,*) SXMIN,SXMAX,SYMIN,SYMAX, NUFL







10 15 FORMATC 1X/IX,"ENTER: ANISOTROPY ALONG X-AXIS,YAXIS"/1X, 
» "EXAMPLES: IF ISOTROPIC ENTER 1.,1."/1X,
169
**#**# »*»*■*•*#*******#.** pollute listing * *4 * ** * » » * * 4 * * » * * » * » * * » » *
" IF ANISOTROPIC ALONG X-AXIS BY A FACTOR OF THREE,"/
* IX," ENTER 3 . , 1 .")
READ(5,*) ANISX, ANISY
NTRX = 0 
NTRY = 0
IF (ANISX .NE. 1.) NTRX = 3 
IF (ANISY .NE. 1.) NTRY = 3 
C
C ...INPUT DATA NEEDED FOR ANY 30UNDARYS ...
WRITSCS,1020)
1020 FORMATC1X,"ENTER NUMBER OF BOUNDARIES (ZERO=0)")
READ(5,*) IBND 
IF (IBND .EQ. 0) GO TO 15 
DO 5 SCI = 1 ,13ND 
WRITS(5,1025)
1025 FORMAT(1X,"BOUNDARIES ARE LINEAR; ENTER: SLOPE(WHERE SLOPE DOES",
* " NOT EQUAL ZERO)"/1X," ENTER: Y INTERCEPT"/
* IX,"ENTER: EITHER 1., OR -1., FOR IMPERMIABLE BNDRY OR STREAM") 
READ(5,*) SLOPE(X1), BINCPT(KI) , BNDRY(XI)
5 CONTINUE
DO 10 11 = 1,IBND 
DO 10 12 = 1 ,NWELS
CALL IMAGEC SLOPE(11),3INCPT(11),X(I2),Y(I2),XIM(I1,12),YIM(I1,12)) 
10 CONTINUE 
15 WRITE(5,1030)
1030 FORMAT(1X,"ENTER: MIN X, MAX X, MIN Y, MAX Y (FOR WINDOW)",
*/1X , "AND NPLOT CODE"///)
READ(5,*) XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,NPLOT 
IF(NTRX.EQ.O) GO TO 20
CALL VART(3XMIN,SXMAX,NTRX,AFORX,3F0RX,ARETX,3RETX,ANISY,ANISX)
20 IF(NTRY.EQ.O) GO TO 25
CALL '/ART(SYMIN,SYMAX,NTRY,AFORY,BFORY,ARETY,BRETY,ANISX,ANISY)
25 CALL STRN(NTRX,AFO RX,3F0 RX,NWELS,X ,X)
CALL STRN(NTRY,AFORY,3F0RY,NWELS,Y,Y)






IF(IJK.LT.NUMY) GO TO 999 
IF(NWELS.EQ.O) GO TO 45 
DO 35 1=1,NWELS
IF(Q(I).EQ.O .0 .AND.HEAD(I).NE.0.0) Q(I) = 2.*PI»HYDRK 
» *DEPTH»(HEAD(I))/ALOG(RINFL/RWELL(I))
HEAD(I)=Q(I)*AL0G(RINFL/RWELL(I))/(2.*PI»HYDRK*DEPTH)


























*##**»**#»#**»*#»»***** POLLUTE LISTING »#***♦*****■»■****•»*»***#**
WRITEC 6,1035)
1035 FORMAT(1H1//1X,4HWELL,T13,SHXCOORD,T27,5HYC00RD





SET PLOT PARAMETERS 
45 CALL PL0TPA
IF(NPL0T .EQ. 3) GO TO 80
IF((NPL0T.GE.-4) .AND. (NPLOT.LE.- 1)) CALL PIEZ
* MARK OFF WELL » 
CALL WELCIR
DETERMINE TIME ITERATION 
CALL ITERAT
SET UNIFORM FLOW GRADIENT LINES 
CALL UNIFGR
50 C = .000004164 
XZ = 0
START = 8.34
DO 75 K=1,NWELS 
























*********************** POLLUTE LISTING *************************
2PWEL = FLOATCNPTHS)*Q(5)/QSUM 
IFCZPWEL.LT.1.) GO TO 75 




KMBEG. = KM + 1 
□ 0 70 J=1,KPWELA 
KZ = KZ + 1
RADNS = RSET*FL0AT(J)
XPRIMCO = RWELL(K) * COS(RADNS) + X(K) 
TPRIMC1) = RWELL(K) » SINCRADNS) + Y(K)
KM = KM * 1
CALL RUNG(XPRIM,YPRIM,NBND,I,M ,W ,1)
WRITEC6,1047)XPRIMC1),IPRIMC1),M 
1045 FORMATC1X,"WELL RECHARGE = " , F16 .2,10X , 13 , " FLOW PATHS"/)




1050 FORMATC1X.5HPATH ,I2,9H OF WELL ,I2,17H ARRIVED AT WELL , 
* I2.4H IN ,F7.2,6H TEARS)























a*#****##**#**#*#*#**** POLLUTE LISTIMG * * a#########*####*###*##*
00. WRITSCo,1055)J,X,XPRIM(M),YPRIM(M),YEARS(M)
1055 FORMAT(1X,5HPATH ,I2,9H OF WELL ,12," ARRIVED AT (" , F8.2 , 
* ",",F8.2 , ") IN",F7.2," TEARS")C
IORIG(XM) = X 







WRITEC 6,106 5) W 
WTMPL = W * 20.
WRITEC5,1060) WTMPL
1050 F0RMATC1X//1X,"ISOCHRONE PLOTTED EVERY " , F7.2 , " YEARS") 
1065 FORMAT(///1X.F17.3,1X,28HYEARS, IS THE TIME INCREMENT) 
CALL FRAME
IFCQSUM.LE.O) GO TO 100
MAP OUT PIEZIOMETRIC SURFACE
IF C CNPLOT.G£.1) .AND. (NPLOT.LE.4)) GO TO 80 
GO TO 85
30 CALL SETWC.27,.87,SETYL,SETYR,XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,1) 




















*•*»»**»*«**»*»»»#»»»** POLLUTE LISTING * * » » * * * * » ♦ * » * # * * * * * » * » * » *
THIS PROGRAM TIME PLOT IS SET FOR A 80 PATH MAXIMUM 
AND A 12 TIME INCREMENT MAXIMUM
35 IF((NPL0T.EQ.2) .OR. (NPLOT.EQ.4)) GO TO 90 
IFC(NPL0T.EQ.-2) .OR. (NPLOT.EQ.-4)) GO TO 90 
IF ((NPLOT.EQ.5) .OR. (NPLOT.EQ.5)) GO TO 90 
GO TO 100
90 CALL SETW( .27, .87,3ETYL,SETYR,XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,1) 
CALL LABMOD(6H(F8.0),6H(F8.0),9,9, 1 , 1,0,0,0 )
CALL GRIDAL(5,5,5,5,1,1,5,XMIN,YMIN)
DO 95 1=1,25 
DO 95 J=1,KM 
XPNT = TMX(I, J)
YPNT = TMY(I,J)
IFC(XPNT.GT.XMAX) .OR. (XPNT.LT.XMIN)) GO TO 95 
IF( (YPNT.GT.YMAX) .OR. (YPNT.LT.XMIN)) GO TO 95 
IFC(XPNT.EQ.O .0) .AND. (YPNT.EQ.O.0)) GO TO 95 
CALL POINTCXPNT,YPNT)
95 CONTINUE




































COMMON /A28/ NTRX, AFORX,ARETX,BFORX, 3RETX 
COMMON /A29/ NTRY, AFORY,ARETY,BFORY,BRETY 
COMMON /A30/ IBND.BNDRY,SLOPE,BINCPT 
COMMON /A31/ XIM.YIM 
REAL XIM(10,20), XIM(10,20)
REAL 3NDRY(10), SL0PE(10), BINCPT(IO)
REAL BFORXC101), SRETX(lOl), BFORYC 101), BRETY(lOl) 











CALL STRN(NTRY,AFORY,BFORY,1,YMAX,YMAX)G(21) = HYDRSC»U/POROS
»
THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES FLOW LINES BY USING *
THE RUNGE-FCUTTA METHOD. • *
»
I CYC = 0
10 DO 35 I = 1,499 
M =  1+1






C2 = F2( XD+W/2. *5C1,YD+W/2.*C1) 




XPRIM(M) = XPRIM(I) + W/5.*C<1 +2.*K2 + 2.*K3 + K4)
175
»4* *** »»** **« »»»* *«* * .»*  POLLUTE LI5TIMC *■*■************»**»»»**»»»
TPRIM(M) = TP RIM(I) + W/6.*(C1 +2.*C2 + 2.*C3 + C4)
2ZC = ABS((C3-C2)/(C2-C1))
ZZX = ABS((K3-X2)/(X2-X1))
IF((I.LT.7).AND.(ICTC.EQ.0)) GO TO 35 
IF((IFLAG.GT.1) .AND. (ICTC.GT.O)) GO TO 13 
M2 = M/2 
M21 = M2 + 1
7EL0C = SQRT((XPRIM(M21) - XPRIM(M2))**2
* + (T?RIM(M21) - TP RIM(M2))**2)/W
13 NM = 1
DO 30 N=1,NWELS 
IF (IBND.EQ.O) GO TO 20 
DO 15 13 : 1 , IBND
15 IF(((XPRIM(I)-X(N))»*2 + (TPRIM(I)-T(N)) **2) .GE.
* ((XPRIM(I)-XIM(IB,N))#*2 + (TPRIM(I)-TIM(13 ,N))**2)) GO TO 40 
20 IF (Q(N).GE.-.99) GO TO 30
IF(SQRT((XPRIM(I)-X(N))**2+(TPRIM(I)-T(N))**2)
* .GT.(7EL0C*W*8.0+RWELLC N)))G0 TO 30
IF((ZZC.GE.2.0) .AND. (ZZK.GE.2.0)) GO TO 25
IF((SQRT((XPRIM(I)-X(N))»*2+(TPRIM(I)-T(N))**2)).L£.
» (RWELL(N))) GO TO 50 
IF((2.75»VEL0C*W).GE.SQRTC(XPRIM(M)-XPRIM(I))**2
* +(TPRIM(M)-TPRIM(I))**2)) GO TO 30
25 IF(((XPRIM(I)-X(N))**2 + (TPRIM(I)-T(N))**2) .LT.
* ((XPRIM(I)-X(NM))**2 + (TPRIM(I)-T(NM))**2)) NM = N 
30 CONTINUE
IFCNM.NE.1) GO TO 45
IF ((IFLAG.EQ.1) .OR. (NPLOT.GT.7)) GO TO 35 
CALL 3TRN(MTRX,ARETX,3RETX,1,XPRIM(M).XPRIMM)
CALL STRN(NTRT , ARE,3RETT,1 ,T?RIM(M) ,TPRIMM)
CALL STRN(NTRX,ARETX,BRETX,1,XPRIM(I),X?RIMI)
CALL 3TRN( NTRT, ARETT,BRETT, 1 ,T?RIM(I) ,T?.RIMI)
CALL LINEW(XPRIMI,TPRIMI,XPRIMM,TPRIMM)
35 CONTINUE
ICTC = ICTC + 1




40 NBND = -
GO TO 60
45 N = NM'
50 NBND = N
M = I
GO TO 60













*#*********«,*».»»**»*», pollute listing »»***»»*******«***»«*****
oO CALL STHN(NTRX,ARETX,3RETX,1,XMIN,XMIN)
- CALL STRN(NTHX,ARETX,SHETX,1, XMAX,XMAX) 
CALL STRN(NTRY,ARETY,3RETY,1,YMIN,YMIN) 





COMMON /AT/ X,Y,RWELL,Q ,HEAD 
COMMON / A4/ FLANG,RTANG,TRUNC 
COMMON /AH/ NWELS , NPTHS 
COMMON /A 19/ G 
COMMON /A20/ RINFL





REAL 3NDRYO0), SL0PE(10), BINCPT(10)
*
FUNCTION F1 IS THE X COMPONENT OF THE DIFFERENTIAL * 
EQUATION DESCRIBING A FLOW LINE. *
»
» * « # 4 » * » * * * 4 * » * * « * * * 4 * * * * » * » » » * * * * * »****»**#*****##*#*#
FT = 0.
F1 = GC 21)*COS(FLANG) + F1
DO 10 J=1,NWELS
YY = (YD-Y(J)) **2
XX = (XD-X(J))**2
XY2 s XX + YY
UNIT = 1.0
IF(RINFL .LE. SQRTCXY2)) UNIT = 0.0 
F1s(G(J)*(XD-X(J))/XY2)*UNIT 
* +F1
IF (IBND.EQ.O) GO TO 10
DO 5 L = 1,IBND
XX2 = (XD-XIM(L,J)) * * 2
YY2 s (YD-YIM(L,J)) * * 2
XY4 = XX2 + YY2
UNIT = 1.0
IF(RINFL .LE. SQRT(XY4)) UNIT = 0.0


















COMMON /A 1/ X, Y ,RWELL,Q ,HEAD 
COMMON /A4/ FLANG,RTANG,TRUNC 
COMMON /A 11/ NWELS,NPTHS 
COMMON /A 19/ G 
COMMON /A20/ RINFL
COMMON /A30/ IBND.BNDRY,SLOPE,9INCPT 
COMMON /A3 1 / XIM.YIM 
REAL XIM( 10,20), YIM(10,20)
REAL X(20),Y(20),RWELL(20),Q(20),HEAD(20) 
REAL G(2 1)
REAL BNDRY(IO), SL0PE(10), BINC?T(10)
* 4 4 * 4 * 4 * 4 * 4 * * 4 4 * 4 * * 4 * * 4 4 4 4 * 4 4 4 4 4 4 * * 4 4 4 4 * 4 4 * 4 4 * 4 4 4 4 4 4 * 4 *  
* •
* FUNCTION F2 IS THE Y COMPONENT OF THE DIFFERENTIAL *
* EQUATION DESCRIBING A FLOW LINE. *
» *
4 * * 4 4 4 * * * 4 * 4 * * * * 4 4 4 * 4 * 4 4 4 4 4 4 *4 4 4 4 *4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 *4
F2 = 0.
F2 i -G(21)*SIN(FLANG) + F2
DO 10 Jal,NWELS
YY = (YD-Y(J) ) * * Z
XX = (XD-X(J))* *2
XY2 s XX + YY
UNIT = 1.0
IF(RINFL .L£. SQRT(XY2)) UNIT =0.0 
F2=(G(J)*(YD-Y(J))/XY2) * UNIT 
* +F2
IF (IBND.EQ.O) GO TO 10
DO 5 L = 1 ,IBND
XX2 = (XD-XIM(L,J))**2
YY2 = (YD-YIM(L.J) ).«*2
XY4 = XX2 + YY2
UNIT = 1.0
IF(RINFL .LE. SQRT(XYU)) UNIT = 0.0 














» * * * * » » * » * * * * * * * * « • » » * *  POLLUTE LISTING »»* »* *#»****#* »* »* #* * •** •* *
END
SUBROUTINE INITIZ 
COMMON / A 1 / X , I,RWELL,Q ,HEAD 
COMMON /A6/ TMY.TMX 
COMMON /A7/ KSTOR,KZ,KM 
COMMON /A8/ XPRIM , YPRIM,M 
COMMON /A 19/ G 
COMMON /A22/ PI.QSUM 
COMMON /A23/ TEARS







* VARIABLES ARE INITIALIZED TO ZERO. *
* *
»***»»*»»»■#■»»»»**#*****»#»***»*»•»**#*■*****•»*■»*#■**#***»*
M = 0 
KZ = 0 
KSTOR = 0 
PI = 3. 141592654 
DO 5 1=1 ,500 
YEARSCI)=0.0 
Y?RIM(I)=0.0 
XPRIM(I) = 0.0 
5 CONTINUE 
DO 10 1=1,20 
HEAD(I) = 0.0 
Q(I) = 0.0 
RWELL(I) =0.0 
X(I) = 0.0 
Y(I) = 0.0 
10 CONTINUE
DO 15 I = 1,25 
DO 15 J = 1,30 




























COMMON /A 1 / X, Y,RWELL,Q f HEAD
COMMON /A2/ POROS,DEPTH,HYDRK , U
COMMON /A4/ FLANG,RTANG,TRUNC
COMMON /A 10/ SXMIN,SXMAX,3YMIN,SYMAX
COMMON /A11/ NWELS,NPTHS
COMMON /A 15/ UFD 1ST,NUFL
COMMON /A16/ W ,WOPT,WINC
COMMON /A20/ RINFL
REAL X(20),X(20),RWELL(20),Q(20),HEAD(20)
• • • • • 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 * 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
•
SUBROUTINE INPUT1 READS MUCH OF THE INPUTTED * DATA. »
4
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
WRITE(5,2505)
2505 FORMAT(1X,41HINPUT THE TOTAL NUMBER OF WELLSCQ1 TO 20)/IX,
* 47H AND TOTAL NUMBER OF WELL,-FLOW LINES (0 1 TO 30))
READ(5,*) NWELS,NPTHS
IF(NWELS.EQ.O) GO TO 10 
DO 5 1=1.NWELS 
WRITE(6,2510) I
2510 FORMAT(1X,5HWELL-,12//1X,51HENTER: XCOORD, YCOORD, WELL RADIUS, DI 
•SCHARGE, HEAD/11X,1HL,7X,1HL,10X,1HL,7X,8H(L**3)/T,4X,1HL//
* 1X,37HIF DISCHARGE IS KNOWN, SET HEAD = 0.0)
READ(5,*) X(I), YCI), RWELL(I), Q(I), HEAD(I)
5 CONTINUE 
10 WRITEC 6,2515)
2515 FORMATC 1X,38HENTER: AVG DEPTH, POROSITY, UNIF GRAD,,
* 32H HYDR K, A7G RADIUS OF INFLUENCE/
* 13X,1HL,18X,3HL/L,5X,3HL/T,17X , 1HL)
READC 5,*) DEPTH, POROS, U, HYDRK, RINFL 
WRITEC 6,2520)
2520 FORMATC1X.38HENTER; ANGLE OF UNIFORM FLOW C DEGREES)/
* 1X,32HN= 0.0, Es 90., W= 270., S= 180 . /




















»»**#**#*»***#*#*»*##*» POLLUTE LISTING »**•*»*»■»***»»**»##***■»•»■*»
WRITEC 6,2525)
2525 FORMATC1X,"ENTER; UNIF FLOW DIST SIZE, 3 . OsSUGESTED") 
READ(5,*) ANGLE, WOPT, UFDIST
* ANGLE IS CHANGED INTO MATHMATICAL COORDINATES *
* WHERE EAST = 0.0 DEGREES. THEN CHANGED INTO »
* RADIANS *
ANGLE s 270.-ANGLE 
FLANG = (-ANGLE/57.2957795!)




COMMON /A3/ XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX 
COMMON /A 13/ XDIFF,YDIFF 
COMMON /A14/ SETYR,SETYL 
COMMON /A25/ NPLOT
* »
* EXTENT OF PLOTTED WINDOWS ARE DEFINED SO THAT *
* THE X AXIS WILL BE IN SCALE WITH THE Y AXIS. *» »
5 XDIFF 5 (XMAX - XMIN)
YDIFF = (YMAX - YMIN)
SETY = . 6*YDIFF/XDIFF 
IF(SETY.LT.1.0) GO TO 10 
XMIN = XMIN - XDIFF/5.
GO TO 5
10 SETYR = . 5  + SETY/2.
SETYL = .5 - SETY/2.
IF(NPLOT.GT.7)GO TO 15
CALL SETWC.27, .37,SETYL,SETYR,XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,1) 





COMMON /A 1/ X,Y,RWELL,Q ,HEAD 










a*******-**##*# ******* »* POLLUTE LISTING *»»»**»
»
* SUBROUTINE CUMFLOW DETERMINES THE PERCENTAGE OF *
* WELL FLOW EACH FLOW LINE REPRESENTS. »»




DO 25 J = KMBEG.KM 
y = riNiT(j)
X = XINIT(J)
CUMQ(J) = (U » DEPTH * HYDRK/QCSC))
* ((Y-YWELLCX))*COS(FLANG) + (X-XWELL(X))*SIN(FLANG)) DO 5 I = 1,NWELS
XXW = (X-XWELL(K)) - (XWELL(I)-XWELL(K))
YWW = (Y-YWELLCX)) - (YWELLCI)-YWELLC SC))
RWXW = RWELL(SC) - XWELL(I)
IFCXXW.LT.SMALL .AND. XXW.GE.O)XXW = SMALL 
IF(XXW.GT.NSMAL .AND. XXW.LE.O)XXW = NSMAL 
IFCRWXW.LT.SMALL .AND. RWXW.GE.O}RWXW = SMALL 
IF(RWXW.GT.NSMAL .AND. RWXW.LE.O)RWXW = NSMAL 
CUMQ(J) = Q( I) /(Q( SC) *2 . *PI) * (ATAN2 ( YWW , XXW)
* - ATAN2C C YWELLC SC)-YWELLCI)),RWXW))
* + CUMQ(J)
5 CONTINUE
IF(IBND.EQ.O) GO TO 15 
DO 10 I = 1,NWELS 
DO 10 13 = 1 ,I3ND
XXW = C X-XWELLC X)) - (XIMCIB,I)-XWELLC K))
YWW = (Y-YWELLC K ) ) - (YIM(13,1)-YWELLCX))
RWXW = RWELL(fC) - XIMC IB,I)
IFCXXW.LT.SMALL .AND. XXW.GE.O)XXW = SMALL 
IFCXXW.GT.NSMAL .AND. XXW.L£.0)XXW = NSMAL 
IFCRWXW.LT.SMALL .AND. RWXW.GE.0)RWXW = SMALL 
IFCRWXW.GT.NSMAL .AND. RWXW.LE.0)RWXW = NSMAL 
CUMQ(J) = BNDRYCIB)»Q(I)/(Q(K)»2.»PI) * (ATAN2(YWW,XXW)
* - ATAN2C(YWELLC K)-YIMCIB,I)),RWXW))
* + CUMQ(J)
10 CONTINUE
15 IFCCUMQCJ).GE.O.)GO TO 17 
CUMQC J) = 1. + CUMQC J)
GO TO 15
17 IFCCUMQCJ).LE.1.) GO TO 20 














iHHHf -iHHUHHHHHf # * * #4 # * * # # POLLUTE LJSTIMG a**#**#*#**##***##****##*
COMMON /A 11/ NWELS.NPTHS 
COMMON /A22/ PI.QSUM 
COMMON /A26/ NPLOT
COMMON /A28/ NTRX, AFORX,ARETX,BFORX,3RETX 
COMMON /A29/ NTRY, AFORX,ARETX,BFORX,BRETT 
REAL BF0RXO01), BRETX(101), 3F0RXC 10 1), 3RETY(101) 
REAL AF0RX( 101), ARETX( 101), AF0RXO01), ARETX(101) 
REAL X(20) , X(20),RWELL(20),Q(20).HEAD(20)
REAL XCIRC(21), XCIRC(21)
» 4 4 * * * * * * » * » » * » » * * » » » * * # * * » » * * » » » * » » » » * » » 4 » * 4 4 * » » » » » » *
* *
* SUBROUTINE WELCIR REPRESENTS NELLS BX DRAWING *
* CIRCLES AT THE PROPER LOCATIONS. *» »




DO 10 I s  1,NWELS
IF ((XCI).GE.XMAX) .OR. (X(I).LE.XMIN)) GO TO 10 
IF ((X(I).GE.XMAX) .OR. (X(I).LE.XMIN)) GO TO 10 
DO 5 IC s 1,20
XCIRC(IC) s RWELL(I)*C0S(FL0AT(IC)*2.*PI/20.)+X( 
XCIRC(IC) = RWELL(I)*SIN(FL0AT(IC)*2.*PI/20.)+Y( 
5 CONTINUE
XCIRC(2 1) = XCIRC(1)
XCIRC(2 1) = XCIRCC1)
CALL CURVEW(XCIRC,XCIRC,21)
10 CONTINUE
CALL STRN(NTRX,AFO RX,BFO RX,NWELS,X ,X)




COMMON /A 1/ X,X,RWELL,Q,HEAD 
COMMON /A2/ POROS,DEPTH,HYDRK.U 
COMMON /A3/ XMIN,XMAX,XMIN,XMAX 
COMMON /A4/ FLANG,RTANG,TRUNC 
COMMON /All/ NWELS.NPTHS 
COMMON /A 16/ W,WOPT,WINC 


















• ■n********************* pollute LISTING »**********»***»***»»■»***
***«*********«**»»**»***»**»*44***»»».»»***»**«**»»*•*« 
* #
* THE ITERATION INTERVAL IS CALCULATED IF IT IS *
* NOT INPUTED. *
* * 
» » * * * » * 4 * » * » * * « * # » * * * # » # » » * * » * * * * * * « * * * * * * * * * « » » * * » » » *
VELOC = HYDRX * U/POROS 
W = A3S((XMAX-XMIN)/(VELOC* 25 0.))
TRUNC r 1.
IF(WOPT.GT.0)TRUNC = M/WOPT 
IF(WOPT.GT.0)W=WOPT 
WRITE(5,2805) NWELS 
2805 FORMAT(1X//1X,"THERE ARE ",I3,




COMMON /A 1/ X ,X,RWELL,Q ,HEAD
COMMON /A2/ POROS,DEPTH,HYDRK.U
COMMON /A3/ XMIN.XMAX,YMIN.YMAX





COMMON /A15/ W ,WOPT,WINC
COMMON /A 18/ SXDIF,5YDIF




COMMON /A24/ X, XX
COMMON /A26/ NPLOT
COMMON /A28/ NTRX, AFORX,ARETX,BFORX,3RETX 
COMMON /A29/ NTRY, AFORY,ARETY,BFORY,3RETY 
REAL BFORXC 101), 3RETX(101), 3F0RY(101), BRETY(IOI) 





















» * * » * * 4 * » * * * * * * * « * 4 * » « *  POLLUTE LISTING * * ' » * ' * » * ' * * * * » * » * » » * » » »■ * » * *
* * * * * » » * « 4 * * » 4 « * * * 4 * « » 4 * * * » * » * * * 4 * 4 * « 4 * 4 * » 4 * * * * * * * « * » * »
* *
* SUBROUTINE UNIFGR LOCATES THE ORIGINATING *
* LOCATIONS OF ANY AMBIENT FLOW LINES. *
* •
» * * « * » * * * « * * » * * » » * * * * 4 * * 4 4 * * * » * 4 4 4 * 4 » * * * 4 * 4 * * * * * » 4 4 * * * *
SXDIF = SXMAX - SXMIN 
SYDIF = SYMAX - 3YMIN 
IF(NUFL.LE.0)GO TO 10 
IF(NPLOT.GT. 7)GO TO 10 
NUFL1 = NUFL + 1.
YDIF3 = UFDIST*SYDIF 
YYMIN = 0. - YDIF3/2.
DO 5 XX=1,NUFL1 
WRITEC 6,*) XX
XPRIM(1) = (-SQRT(SXDIF**2 + SYDIF»*2))*COS(RTANG) +
* (YYMIN+YDIF3*(FLOATC XX)-1.)/FLOAT(NUFL))*SIN(RTANG) 
YPRIM(1) = (YYMIN+YDIF3*(FLOATC XX)-1.)/FLOAT(NUFL))*COS(RTANG)
* - (-SQRT(SXDIF**2 + SYDIF**2))*SIN(RTANG)
CALL STRN(NTRX,AFORX,3F0RX,1,XPRIM(1),XPRIM(1))
CALL STRN(NTRY,AFORY,BFORY,1,YPRIM(1),YPRIM(1))








COMMON /A2 1 / YSARF,YINIT,XINIT,YFINI,XFINI
COMMON /A23/ YEARS
COMMON /A26/ NPLOT
COMMON /A28/ NTRX, AFORX,ARETX,BFORX,3RETX 
COMMON /A29/ NTRY, AFORY,ARETY,BFORY,3RETY 
REAL 3F0RXC101), BRETXC 101), 3F0RYC 101), BRETY( 101)
REAL AFORXC101), ARETX(IOI), AFORY(101), ARETY(101)
REAL TMX(25,80), TMY(25,80)
REAL XFINI(30),YFINI(30)
REAL XPRIMC500), YPRIMC 500)
REAL YEARFC80), YINIT(30), XINITC30)
REAL YEARS(500)




















*#***■**********•*»»■***** pollute  LISTING i* * - * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *





CALL 5TRN(NTRX,ARETX,3RETY,M ,IP RIM,IP RIM)
IF(KSTOR. GE.KZ) GO TO 10 
IF(NPLOT.GT.7) GO TO 5 
CALL CURVEW(XPRIM,YPRIM,M)
5 KSTOR = XSTOR + 1 
10 CONTINUE
...WE LOOK FOR THE NEXT TO LAST POINT, JUST IN CASE 





DO 15 JTIME=21,M,20 







COMMON /A1/ XWELL,YWELL,RWELL,Q ,HEAD 
COMMON /A2/ POROS,DEPTH,HYDRK.U 
COMMON /AV FLANG, RTANG, TRUNC 
COMMON /All/ NWELS,NPATHS 
COMMON /A22/ PI.QSUM 
COMMON /B2/ CUMQ
COMMON /A30/ IBND.BNDRY,SLOPE,BINCPT 
COMMON /A3 1 / XIM.YIM 
REAL XIM(10,20), YIM(10,20)
















♦ ■a#***####************* pollute  l i s t i n g  ** # ** »» » »* *■ »* • » • » * » *** *** » »
20 WRITEC6,3105) U,CUMQ(J)





COMMON /A 1/ X, Y ,RWELL,Q ,HEAD 
COMMON /A7/ KSTOR,KZ,KM 
COMMON /A 11/ NWELS,NPTHS
COMMON /A21 / YEARF, U N I T ,XINIT, YFINI, XFINI 
COMMON /A25/ IORIG, IDEST 
COMMON /A2S/ NPLOT 
COMMON /A27/ (CPWEL 
COMMON /B2/ CUMQ
REAL X(20),Y(20),SWELL(20),Q(20).HEAD(20)
REAL YEARFC 30), YINITC80), XINIT(30)
REAL YEARFA(82), YFINI(30), CUMQAC 82), CUMQ(80), IPOINT(SO) 
REAL XFINK30), IORIG(80), IDEST(80)
REAL (CPWEL (20), DUMB(10)
REAL YEARFTC 32), CUMQATC 82)
DIMENSION BTITLEC 4)
•**»*••*•*»••**»*»»»•»••*»»**»•*»•»«•»»*«*****»**•*»»»• t »
* THE PERCENTAGE OF FLUID AT A PUMPING WELL THAT » 
» ORIGINATES AT A GIVEN PUMPING WELL IS DETERMINED. *
* *
**■**»*» *.*»•****•*•»•*»*■***»**»#*****»***#*****»»#*********■»
IFC(NPLOT.SQ.4) .OR. (NPLOT.EQ.3)) GO TO 5 
IF((NPLOT.EQ.-4) .OR. (NPLOT . EQ.-3)) GO TO 5 
IFC(NPLOT.EQ.6) .OR. (NPLOT.EQ.7)) GO TO 5 
IF (NPLOT .EQ. 9) GO TO 5 
RETURN
5 BPWEL = 0.
DO 50 IOUT = 1,NWELS 
IFCQ(IOUT).LE.O.) GO TO 50 
APWEL = BPWEL + 1.
BPWEL = APWEL - 1. + SCPWEL(IOUT)
DO 45 IN = 1, NWELS 
IFC Q(IN).GE.O.) GO TO 45 
(COUNT = 1 
DO 10 Js1,KM
IF(IORIG(J).NE.IOUT .OR. IDEST(J).NE.IN) GO TO 10 
(COUNT = XOUNT + 1
»■»*•***»*#****»***#»#*»* POLLUTE LISTING i n * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
IPOINTC KOUNT) = J 
YEARFA(KOUNT) s YEARFCJ)
J1 = J+1 
J2 = J-1
IF(J.EQ.KM)J1 = 1 
IF(J.EQ.1)U2 = KM 
IF(J.EQ.BPWEL) J1 = APWEL 
TQ1 = A8S(CUMQ(J1)-CUMQ(J))
TQ2 = ABS(CUMQ(J)-CUMQ(J2))
IF(TQ1 .GT..5)TQ1 = 1.-TQ1 
IF(TQ2.GT..5)TQ2 = 1.-TQ2
CUMQA(KOUNT) = ((TQ1 + TQ2)/2.)*A3SCQ(IOUT)/Q(IN) ) 
10 CONTINUE
IF(K0UNT.LE.2) GO TO 45
KNTM1 = KOUNT - 1
DO 17 L : 2,KNTM1
LI = L + 1
DO 15 LL = L1,KOUNT
IF(YEARFACL).LE.YEARFACLL)) GO TO 15
TY = YEARFA(L)
CY = CUMQA(L)
YEARFA(L) = YEARFAC LL)
CUMQA(L) = CUMQA(LL)
YEARFA(LL) = TY 
CUMQACLL) = CY 
15 CONTINUE 
17 CONTINUE
YEARFAC 1) = YEARFAC 2)
CUMQAC1) S 0 .
DO 20 M = 2, KOUNT
C'JMQAC M) = CUMQAC M) - CUMQAC M-1)
20 CONTINUE
K0UNT1 = KOUNT + 1
DELTYF s YEARFACKOUNT)-YEARFAC1)
YEARFACK0UNT1) = YEARFACKOUNT) + . 2*DELTYF 
CUMQACK0UNT1) = CUMQACKOUNT)
YRMAX = YEARFACK0UNT1)
YRMIN = YEARFAC1) - .2*DELTYF
CALL SETC.27,.87,.27,.87,YRMIN,YRMAX,0.,1.0,1)





















44444444444444444444444 POLLUTE LISTING ♦»»##4 44444444444 *4 4 44444
JLIM = 32/KOUNT1 
JJ = 0
DO 30 I = 2,5C0UNT1
IM1 = I - 1
IRS = (YEARFA(I)-YEARFACIM1))/FLOAT(JLIM)
CQS = (CUMQA(I)-CUMQA(IM1))/FLOAT(JLIM)
DO 25 J = 1,JLIM
JJ = JJ +. 1
CUMQAT(JJ) = CUMQACIM1) + CQS*FLOAT(J)
YEARFT(JJ) = YEARFACIM1) + YRS*FLOAT(J)
25 CONTINUE 
30 CONTINUE 
K0UNT1 = JJ 




WRITEC 6,3210) IOUT, IN
3210 FORMATC1X///1X," POLYNOMIAL WELL FLOW DISTRIBUTION ",







SUBROUTINE POLY(M ,X ,Y,XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,A,3)
REAL X(100), Y( 100) , B(10), XK100), Y1 ( 100)
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 * 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
» 4
» SUBROUTINE POLY FITS A POLYNOMIAL REGRESSION *
» THROUGH VALUES DETERMINED BY WELDSTR. *
4 4
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 • • # • 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
MM1 s M - 1 
S = 10000.
N = 0
5 N = N + 1
IF((M-N) .LE. 2) N = N - 1 
IFCN.GT.MM1) N = MM1 
S1 = S
S S REGR (M, X, Y, N, A, B) 











* » * * » • * * * # * * * » » * * * * * * * * *  pollute listing ***************************
WRITEC6,3305)
3305 FORMATC 1X/1X, "Y = A +• (31)(X**1) + (32)(X**2) ",
* (3N)(XN**)"//)
WRITEC 6,3310) A
3310 FORMATC1X,"WHERE”,T10,"A = ",F15.4)
DELTX = (X(M) - X(1))/25.
X(1) = X(1) - DELTX 
DO 10 I = 1, 27 
STEPS r I
X1(I)= X(1) - DELTX + STEPS*DELTX 
X1 (I) = A 
DO 10 J = 1 , N
Y1 (I) = Y1(I) + 3(J)*X1(I)**J 
10 CONTINUE
DO 15 J = 1 ,N 
WRITE(6,3315)J, 3(J)
3315 FORMAT(1X,T10,"B",11," = ",F15.4)
15 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,3320)S
3320 FORMATC1X/1X,"WITH A STND DEV OF S = ",F15.4//)
C








FUNCTION REGR, WHICH CARRIES OUT AN NTH-ORDER POLYNOMIAL 
REGRESSION ON M DATA POINTS CONTAINED IN THE X AND X ARRAYS.
THE FUNCTION NORMALLY RETURNS THE STANDARD DEVIATION S OF THE POINTS 
POINTS ABOUT THE REGRESSION CURVE. THE REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS .
ARE PLACED IN A AND B(1)...B(N). HOWEVER, IF THE SIMULTANEOUS 
EQUATION SOLVING ROUTINE SIMUL ENCOUNTERS A NEAR-SINGULAR 
MATRIX, THE FUNCTION RETURNS THE VALUE 0.
FUNCTION REGRCM,X,X,N,A ,B)
REAL CC11 ,11), SXC20), SYX(IO), CYX(10), XC100), X( 100), B(10)
DATA EPS/ 1 .0E-20/
C
c ___ COMPUTE SUMS OF POWERS AND PRODUCTS .........
NTWO = 2 * N 
NP1 = N + 1 
SY = 0.0 
SYX = 0.0 
DO 1 I = 1,N 









* # * * * ** * # * * * # * # * * »# * » » *  POLLUTE LISTING * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
3X( I) = 0.0
SX( NPI) = 0.0
1 SYXCI ) = 0.0
DO 3 I = 1 ,M
SY = SY + Y( I)
SYY = SYY + Y( I)**2
DUM = 1 .0
DO 2 J = 1 , N
DUM = DUM » X( I)
SX( J) = SX(J) > DUM
2 SYX( J) = SYX( J) + Y(
DO 3 J = NP 1 , NTWO
DUM = DUM * X( I)
3 SX( J) = SX(J) + DUM
C
C .... COMPUTE COEFFICIENTS C(I,J) ...
FM = M
CYY = SYY - SY*SY/FM 
DO 4 I = 1, N
CYX(I) = SYX(I) - SY*SX(I)/FM 
C(I,NP1) = CYX(I)
DO 4 J=1 ,N 
IPJ = I + J
4 C(I,J) = SX(IPJ) - SX(I)*SX(J)/FM 
C
C ....  CALL ON SIMUL TO SOLVE SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS
DET = SIMULCN, C, B, EPS, 1, 11)
IF (DET .NE. 0.0) GO TO 6 
REGR =0.0 
RETURN
.... COMPUTE INTERCEPT A AND STANDARD DEVIATION 5
6 DUM = SY 
TEMP = CYY 
DO 7 I = 1,N 
DUM = DUN - 3(I)*SX(I)
7 TEMP = TEMP - B(I)»CYX(I)
A = DHM/FM 
DENOM = M - N- 1 
S = SQRT(TEMP/DENOM)
REGR = S 
RETURN
END
FUNCTION SIMULC N, A, X, EPS, INDIC, NRC )
WHEN INDIC IS NEGATIVE, SIMUL COMPUTES THE INVERSE OF THE N BY 
































*****»**#*»*■***•***#****  POLLUTE LISTING * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
M SOLUTIONS X(1)...X(N) CORHESPONDING TO THE SET OF LINEAR 
EQUATIONS WETH ARGMENTED MATRIX OF COEFFICIENTS IN THE M BY 
N+1 ARRAY A AND IN ADDITION COMPUTES THE INVERSE OF THE 
COEFFICIENT MATRIX IN PLACE AS ABOVE. IF INDIC IS POSITIVE,
THE SET OF LINEAR EQUATIONS IS SOLVED BUT THE INVERSE IS NOT 
COMPUTED IN PLACE. THE GAUSS-JORDAN COMPLETE ELIMINATION METHOD 
IS EMPLOYED WITH THE MAXIMUM PIVOT STRATAGY. ROM AND COLUMN 
SUBSCRIPTS OF SUCCESSIVE PIVOT ELEMENTS ARE SAVED IN ORDER IN 
THE IRON AND JCOL ARRAYS REAPECTIVELY. K IS THE PIVOT COUNTER, 
PIVOT THE ALGEBRAIC VALUE OF THE PIVOT ELEMENT, MAX 
THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN A AND DETER THE DETERMININAMT OF THE 
COEFFICIENT MATRIX. THE SOLUTIONS ARE COMPUTED IN THE (N+1)TH 
COLUMN OF A AND THEN UNSCRAMBLED AND PUT IN PROPER ORDER IN 
X(1)...X(N) USING THE PIVOT SUBSCRIPT INFORMATION AVAILABLE 
IN THE IROW AND JCOL ARRAYS. THE SIGN OF THE DETERMINANT IS 
ADJUSTED, IF NECESSATY, BY DETERMINING IF AN ODD OR EVEN NUMBER 
OF PAIRWISE INTERCHANGES IS REQUIRED TO PUT THE ELEMENTS OF THE 
JORD ARRAY IN ASCENDING SEQUENCE MHERS JORD(IROW(I)) = JCOL(I). 
IF THE INVERSE IS REQUIRED, IT IS UNSCRAMBLED IN PLACE USING 
Y(1)...Y(N) AS TEMPORARY STORAGE. THE VALUE OF THE DETERMINANT 
IS RETURNED AS THE VALUE OF THE FUNCTION. SHOULD THE POTENTIAL 
PIVOT OF LARGEST MAGNITUDE BE SMALLER IN MAGNITUDE THAN EPS,
THE MATRIX IS CONSIDERED THO BE SINGULAR AND A TRUE ZERO IS 
RETURNED AS THE VALUE OF THE FUNCTION.
DIMENSION IR0WC50), JC0LC50), JORDC50), Y(50), A(NRC,NRC), X(N)
MAX = N
IF ( INDIC.GE.O ) MAX = N + 1
....IS N LARGER THAN 50 ....  '
IF ( N.LS.50 ) GO TO 5 
MRITE (5,3505)
3505 FORMATC 10H0N TOO BIG )
SIMUL = 0.
RETURN
CC ....  BEGIN ELIMINATION PROCEDURE ....
5 DETER = 1.
DO 18 K = 1, N
SCM1 : X - 1
CC ____ SEARCH FOR THE PIVOT ELEMENT ....
PIVOT s 0.
DO 11 I = 1 , N 
DO 11 J  - 1, NC .... SCAN IROW AND JCOL ARRAYS FOR INVALID PIVOT SUBSCRIPTS










**#***#*# *» *#***»* #***# POLLUTE LISTING * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
DO 3 ISCAN = 1, KM1 
DO 8 JSCAN = 1, KM1 
IF ( I.EQ.IROW(ISCAN) ) GO TO 11 
IF ( J.EQ.JCOLCJSCAN) ) GO TO 1 1 
3 CONTINUE
9 IF (AflS(A(I,J)).LE.ABS(PIVOT) ) GO TO 11 
PIVOT s A(I,J)
IROW(K) = I 
JCOL(K) = J 
11 CONTINUE
...  INSURE THAT SELECTED PIVOT IS LARGER THAN EPS
IF (ABS(PIVOT).GT.SPS) GO TO 13 
SIMUL = 0.
RETURN
_ __  UPDATE THE DETERMINANT VALUE ...
13 IROWK = IROW(K)JCOLK = JCOL(K)
DETER = DETER * PIVOT
...  NORMALIZE PIVOT ROW ELEMENTS ....
DO 14 J = 1 , MAX
14 A(IROWK,J) = A( IROWK,J)/PIVOT
CC ... CARRY OUT ELIMINATION AND DEVELOP INVERSE ....
A(IROWK,JCOLK) = 1./PIVOT 
DO 18 I = 1 , M 
AIJCK = A(I,JCOLK)
IF ( I.EQ.IROWK ) GO TO 18 
A(I,JCOLK) = -AIJCK/PIVOT 
DO 17 J = 1 i MAX
17 IF' ( J.NE.JCOLK ) A(I,J) = A(I,J) - AIJCK»A(IROWK,J)
18 CONTINUE
C ...  ORDER SOLUTION VALUES (IF ANY) AND CREATE JORD ARRAY
DO 20 I = 1 , N 
IROWI = IROW(I)
JCOLI = JCOL(I)JORD(IROWI) = JCOLI
20 IF ( INDIC.GS.O ) X(JCOLI) = A(IROWI,MAX)
CC ...  ADJUST SIGN OF DETERMINANT ...
INTCH = 0 
NM1 s N - 1 
DO 22 1=1, NM1
IP1 s I + 1 





* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  POLLUTE LISTING * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
IF ( JORD(J).GE.JORD(I) ) GO TO 22 
JTEMP s JORD(J)
JORD(J) = JORD(I)
JORD(I) = JTEMP 
INTCH = INTCH + 1 
22 CONTINUE
IF ( INTCH/2*2.NE.INTCH ) DETER : - DETER
.... IF INDIC IS POSITIVE RETURN WITH RESULTS ....
IF ( INDIC.LE.O ) GO TO 25 
SIMUL = DETER 
RETURN
IF INDIC IS NEGATIVE OR ZERO, UNSCRAMBLE THE INVERSE 
FIRST BY ROWS ....
26 DO 28 J = 1 , N 
DO 27 I s 1 , N 
IROWI = IR0W(I)
JCOLI = JCOL(I)
27 Y(JCOLI) = A(IROWI.J)
DO 28 I = 1, N
28 A(I,J) = Y(I)
C ....  THEN BY COLUMNS ....
DO 30 1= 1 . N
DO 29 J= 1 , N 
IROWJ = IROW(J)
JCOLJ = JCOL(J)
29 Y(IROWJ) = A(I,JCOLJ)
DO 30 J s 1, N
30 A( I, J) = Y( J)
CC .... RETURN FOR INDIC NEGATIVE OR ZERO ....






/A1/ X , Y,RWELL,Q ,HEAD 
/A2/ POROS,DEPTH,HYDRK.U 
/A3/ XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX
/A4/ f l a n g, r t a n g, trunc 
/A5/ XCIRC, YCIRC 
/A11/ NWELS, NPTHS 
/A20/ RINFL 




















* » ■ » * * * * » # * * * * » » * * * » * * * *  POLLUTE LISTING ******»**»*»»**»*»»»»****
COMMON /A30/ IBND,3NDRY,SLOPE,BINCPT 




X(20), Y ( 20), RWELLC20)
XCIRC(21), YCIRC( 21)











Q(20 ) , HEAD(20 )










DO 20 I = 1,31XP = (DELTX * FLOAT(I)) - DELTX + XMIN 
CALL STRN(NTRX,AFORX,BFORX,1,XP,XP)
DO 20 J = 1,31
YP = (DELTY * FLOAT(J)) - DELTY + YMIN 
CALL 3TRN(NTRY,AFORY,SFORY,1,YP,YP)
DO 5 X s 1,NWELS
IF (SQRT((XP—X( EC) )**2 + ( Y?-Y( X) ) **2)
* Y? = Y(X) + RWELL(X)
• LT. RWELL(K))
Z(I,J) = (-U) * (XP*COS(FLANG) - Y?*SIN(FLANG)) 
» ’ + CONST
DO 15 L = 1,NWELS 
XX2 = (XP - X(L))**2 
YY2 = (YP - Y(L))**2 




.LE. SQRT(XY2)) UNIT =0.0 
(Q(L))/(2.*PI*DEPTH*HYDRK)*(UNIT)
Z(I,J) = QM * AL0G(R/BOT) + Z(I,J)























*#■*#*****#»»#**»**#**#* POLLUTE LISTING * * * * * * * » » * * * * » » * * * * » » * * * #
IF (IBND .EQ. 0) GO TO 15 
DO 10 L1 = 1 , IBND
IF (3QRT((XP-XIM(L1,L)) **2 * (YP-YIM(L1,L))**2) .LT. RWELL(L)) 
* TP = YIM(L1,L) + RWELL(L)
XX2 = (XP - XIM(L1,L))**2 
YY2 s (XP - YIMCL1,L))»*2 
BOT = SQRTCXX2 + YY2)
QM = BNDRY(L1)*(Q(L))/(2.*PI*DEPTH*HYDRK)*(UNIT)












* THIS ROUTINE LOCATES AN IMAGE WELL ACROSS *




DINCPT = YWELL - SLOPS? * XWELL
XIMTER s (DINCPT - 3INCPT)/(SLOPE - SLOPEP)
DELTX = XWELL - XINTER 
XIM s XWELL - 2. * DELTX 
YIM : SLOPEP * XIM + DINCPT 
RETURN 
ENDSUBROUTINE VART(SMIN,SMAX,N,S,G ,GR,SR,ANIST,ANISB) 
REAL T(201), S(20 1), P(201), G(201), GR(201), SR(201)
*****************************************************»
THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS TRANSFORMS 8ETWEEN *
A REAL ANISOTROPIC AQUIFER AND AN IMAGINARY *
ISOTROPIC ONE. 30TH FORWARD AND RETURN »
TRANSFORMATION FUNCTIONS ARE DETERMINED. *
•I****************************************************
196
**»**»»*»»•*»***»*»»*»* POLLUTE LISTING **»******»»*»**»*»-»***»**
c
. .. READ TRANSMISSIVITY DATA, THEN INVERT ...
SD2 = (SMAX-SMIN)/2.
DO 5 I = 1,»SCI) = 3MIN - 3D2 + (3D2 * FLOAT(I)) PCI) = SQRT(ANIST/ANIS3)
5 CONTINUE
NM1 = N - 1 
GO) =0.
DO 10 I s 1,NM1
PAVE = (PCI) + PC 1+1))/2.
GCI+1) = CSCI+1) - SCI)) » PAVE + G(I)
10 CONTINUE
DO 15 I = 1,N 















... SIMULATE INTEGRATION (BY SLOPE METHOD), THEN 
DETERMINE 51 POINTS ALONG THE NEW TRANSFORM 
FUNCTION ...
THIS SUBROUTINE TAKES THE FORWARD OR RETURN FUNCTION 









IFCNTRS.NE.O) GO TO 10 
DO 5 I = 1,N 
SNEW(I) = SOLD(I)
m M T T M T T F
197
a********************** POLLUTE LISTING »■*■»***»**»*»*#»*#****♦*##
GO TO 25 
10 M = NTHS - 1 
DO 20 Is 1 ,N 
JH s 1
DO 15 J = 1,M





D s G(JH+ 1)
SNEW(I) = ((SOLD(I)-A)*(D-C)/(B-A)) + C 
20 CONTINUE 
25 RETURN 
END
